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X. EXECUTXVE SUMMARY 

Palm heart harvested in the Amazon estuary is a lucrative non 
timber Íorest product (NTFP). Yet, frequent harvest of palm 
hearts is not sustainable and within 5 years leads to noticeable 
declines in production. Euterpe oleracea, the multistemmed palm · 
most commonly harvested, can easily be managed by selectively 
harvesting stems every three years. Annual production under such 
management conditions is greater than the first harvest·from 
naturally occurring stands of the palm. The business _plan that 

1follows rests on the implementation of such a management scheme. 

In addition to the implementation of sustainable management 
systems governing the harvest of Euterpe oleracea, there is also 
opportunity to capture some of the· value that.is added to the 
product through processing and marketing. The business proposed 
here will establish a management system, processing facility and 
distribution marketing program. At this time, most of the value 
added to pal~ heart is captured the further one gets from the 
forest. Thus, in the current market chain, extractors earn the 
least, processors earn more, but notas much as distributors, 
which earn even more than any of the other local players involved 

· in the industry. Foreign buyers and retailers, however, capture 
most of the value added to palm heart. 

The business elaborated in this plan captures a significant share 
of the earnings of traditional value-added activities from the 
point of harvesting the palm heart in the forest to processing it 
and shipping- it out of the region. The business returns profits 
to local extractors and their organizations as well as to new 
groups who want to become involved in similar businesses. 
Finally, the business establishes mechanisms to capture 
environmental premiums for the products it produces and sells 
that will be used to provide technical assistance or investment 
funds for activities which generate incarne for forest residents 
while supporting conservation. 

Under the proposed plan, 12.5 MT of export quality palm hearts 
will be produced each month. This quantity of production requires 
some 450 hectares of managed·palm heart for a fixed processing 
plant. Each hectare would require about 10 person days to clear 
in year one or about 7,500 person days during the first year to 
clear the entire lot· that is to be managed (this is roughly 26 
full-time jobs in year one). The floating system would require at 
least 2,625 hectares of unmanaged palm stands. Harvesting the 
palm stems would generate $13,125 per year which would be divided 
amongst the harvesters. The processing unit, whether fixed or 
floating, would create an additional 12 jobs. 

The business will strengthen the local cooperativa through the 
implementation of a sustainable resource management strategy for 
one of the reserve's main resources; a viable long-term income 
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generation program: anda profit sharing program that. will 
· generate. income for other social and economic activities~ 

In addition, the business will be ~he first implemented .palm 
heart harvesting and pr.oc·essing program that meets all gover~ent 
sustainability guidelines. I.t can serve ·as a model for other 
harvesting groups as well · as force ccmpt í.ance · from ·other · .' 
processors and harve$ters. · · 
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II. PALM HEART PRODUCTION AND SALES--AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

Palm hearts, which are obtained from the growing tip of various 
palm species, are a delicacy throughout the world. Brazil has 
been the primary source of palm hearts since the 1950s when they 
were first introduced on international markets. Historically, 
however, Brazil has always consumed more palm hearts domestically 
than it has exported. 

Table 1 

Brazilian Production and consumption of Palm Heart, 1973-1990 
(In Metric Tons) 

Brazilian Quantity Apparent Percent Bra.zil 
Production Exported Consumption Consumed FOB Price 

in Brazil in Brasil US$/Kg 

1973 35,986 4,416 31,570 87.7 
1974 34,273 8,510 25,763 75.2 
1975 200,154 7,012 193,142 96.5 
1976 203,948 99,793 104,155 51.1 
1977 35,123 11,793 23,330 66.4 
1978 24,625 5,589 19,036 77.3 
1979 31,358 6,832 24,526 78.2 
1980 114,408 10,056 104,352 91.2 . . . 
1986 131,013 8,457 122,556 93.5 2.82 
1987 142,060 9,615 132,445 93.2 3.59 
1988 190,314 7,772 182,542 95.9 3.87 
1989 202,439 5,982 196,457 97.1 3.60 
1990 182,140 7,400 174,740 95.9 3.63 
1991 200,2~3* 7,001* 193,262* 96.5 3.79 
1992 2212,425* 8,677* 213,748* 96.1 3.66 

(Sources: ECOTECH, FIBGE, Banco do Brasil, CACEX, Inter-American 
Development Bank) 
* ECOTEC Estimates. 

Initially, palm hearts were extracted for local and national 
consumption from the forests of southern and southeastern Brazil· 
from the species Euterpe edulis Mart. This species, however, is 
single stemmed so the plant does not survive palm heart. 
extraction. Intensive harvesting of the species both for 
increased domestic consumption and, after 1950, for export, led 
to the collapse of the palm heart industry in southern and 
eastern Brazil by the end of the 1960s (Ferreira and Paschoalino, 
1987) . 

In the early 1970s, palm heart companies, faced with depleted 
reserves of natural stands of Euterpe edulis in the south and 
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southeast of Brazil, moved their entire extractive industry to 
the estuary of the Amazon River, where vast, nearly mono-crop, 
natural stands of acai palm (Euterpe oleracea) are found~ Acai 
palms grow naturally on an estimated 40 percent of the 25,000 sq. 
km. Amazon estuary (Calzavara). 

Euterpe oleracea is a multistemmed palm. One plant is made up of 
a clump of different stems ·cup to 20) which can be harvested 
individually without killing the plant. Selective harvesting 
allows the removal of palm heart year after year. Oue to the 
importance of acai fruit to the local diet, many residents of the 
region cultivate the palm for subsistence and/or for sales into 
local markets (Andersen and Ioris). In short, the area has 
considerable natural stands of acai palms as well as un- or 
under-employment, and local residents who know how to work with 
the acai palm. 

For these reasons, by 1975, Para state, which encampasses much of 
the estuary of the Amazon, accounted for 96% of Brazil's total 
palm heart production. By 1993, it was estimated that the 
industry generated nearly 30,000 jobs in the regionas well as 
gross revenues of some $300 million/year (Diario do Para, 1993) 
of which 10% are exports.- 

Table 2 

Brazilian Palm Heart Exports By Continent, 1986-1990 
(in MT) 

Europe Africa oceania Asia The Americas TOTAL 

1986 5,984 11 23 52 2,387 8,458 
1987 7,262 15 22 70 2,24'1 9,615 
1988 6,159 11 4 123 1,476 7,713 
1989 4,630 7 9 69 1,268 5,982 
1990 5,620 3 7 111 1,660 7,401 

(Source: ECOTECH, Banco do Brasil, CACEX) 

There are ,several indications, some beginning 10 to 15 years or 
so ago, that the palm heart extraction industry in the Amazon 
estuary is not sustainable. As Pollak, Mattos and Uhl describe 
in their excellent 1993 article "A Profile of Palm Heart 
Extraction in the Amazon Estuary," 

••• the average palm heart today is smaller than it was 20 
years ago, meaning that smaller, younger stems are being cut 
today. There are also few factories operating today in 
areas where palm hearts were exploited intensively in the 
past, suggesting that palm heart supplies have declined in 
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these areas. While there is no evidence that the acai palm 
is endangered as a species, these, and other signs of 
pressure point to potential difficulties in supplying the 

. local industry with palm hearts in the future. 

Table 3 

Palm Heart Exporta From Para and Amapa states 
as Percent of Brazil Total, 1986--1992 

Brazil Para Amapa 
M~ MT % MT % - 

1986 8,458 6,693 79 320 4 
1987 9,615 8,038 84 384 4 
1988 7,772 6,668 86 320 ·4 
1989 5,982 5,056 85 342 6 
1990 7,401 6,200 84 ;296 4 
1991 7,068 6,530 92 335 5 
1992 8 ,·677 7,946 92 243 3 

(Source: CACEX, FIBGE) • 
Tbe Palm Heart Industry in tbe Amazon Estuary 

The palm heart industry in the Amazon is divided into three 
sectors: extraction, processing and distribu~ion. Extraction is 
conducteó by estuary inhabitants who harvest wild palm hearts and 
sell them to processing plants. Processing is undertaken in 
small factories along riverbanks located throughout the estuary. 
Distribution and/or marketing of the finished product is 
undertaken by firms located in Belem who have connections to 
firms in the south of·Brazil, primarily Sao Paulo. 

The costs of managing acai in natural forest stands has an impact 
on each of the three activities identified above. Any business 
proposing a palm heart management system will not only have to 
identify the costs for each activity, but also address them in 
the structure of the business itself. Each of the three 
activities is discussed.below as well as the costs associated 
with making palm heart har'Vesting and processing sustainable. 

Extractors. Extractors are primarily residents of the Amazon 
estuary, aithough a few are urban-based wage laborers. In most 
instances, extractors harvest palm heart from their own areas. In 
some cases, they extract it from the land of other owners. In 
general, they harvest from forests within 5-10 km of their homes. 
Almost all palm heart is harvested by men. Some work only a few 
days each year. Others,work.50 to 100 days per year. Some are 
full-time employees of processing factories and harvest palm 
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hearts on a continuous basis. 

Extractors are usually paid per acai stem harvested rather than 
by the hour or the day. On Marajo Island, extractors earn as much 
as two anda half minimum wages per day (the minimum wage is 
considered a very good salary in the area--most agricultura! 
laborers receive daily rates that are about 60 percent of the 
minimum wage and that do not include the· additional 80% of 
benefits that permanent employees are entitled to 'receive under 
Brazilian law) . · 

Most extractors are subsistence-based forest dwellers. For cash 
income they sell rubber, Brazil nuts, acai fruit, and in.some 
c~ses manice flour. Dueto the long-term decline in rubber prices 
and the subsequent remova! of rubber subsidies in Brazil during 
the past five years, many forest residents have had to look for 
other sources of cash income to make up for the lost income from 
rubber. In the Amazon estuary,. many extractors have stepped up 
their harvest of palm hearts, putting considerable pressure on 
the natural stands of acai. 

Since extractors are paid by the stems harvested and transported 
to processing factories, their earnings are affected not only by 
the number of stems that they can find and cut each day, _but also 
how long it takes to carry the hearts to the canoe, load them, 
transport them to the processing factory and unload them. In 
addition, ex~ractors eat, rest and sharpen their machetes or bill 
hooks. 

A recent report describes the work as follows: 

A ~ypical palm.heart extractor begins his day by sharpening 
his .machete or ax (depending on the size' trees to be 
harvested) and paddling to the area where he will harvest 
palm hearts. He moves thro~gh the forest from one acai clump 
to another, cutting one or more acai stems per clump, and 
lopping off the 50 to 100 cm with the ensheathed palm heart. 
He then removes the first two or three leaf-sheaths, leaving 
the inner sheaths to protect the palm heart during transport 
to the factory. The cutting done,· the extractor returns by 
the same path to pick up the palm hearts, and stacks them in 
his canoe. He then delivers the palm hearts to a factory ar 
takes them to his house, where they aré picked up for 
delivery to the factory {Pollak, Mattos and Uhl). 

I 

The report (Ibid.) indicates that slightly more .than half of an 
extractor's time is spent loc~ting and cutting the palm and 
striping the outer leaf-sheaths from the palm heart. About a 
quarter of the time is spent gathering, carrying, and loading and 
unloading the harvested palm hearts. About 10 percent of the time 
is spent in canoe travel either to/from the area to be harvested 
~r to/from the p~ocessing factory. These figures, of course, vary 
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tremendously depending on the density of acai, and the nearness 
of the stand to the extractors house, a navigable river or the 
processing factory. 

According to the same report, productivity varies a great deal 
depending on the size and abundance of acai in the forest. These 
factórs, in turn, vary tremendously depending on the interval 
between periods of extraction at the site. In general, the study 
found, extractors working a seven-hour work day can cut, on 
average, 200 small palm hearts,'.175 medium hearts or 150 large 
ones per day. When the palm hearts are sold directly to a factory 
(which usually happens if the extractor lives within two hours) 
he receives approximately $0.039/small palm heart, $0.052/medium 
or $0.065/large. Or, he earns between $8 and $10 per day. When 
the extractor sells his harvest to an intermediary who in turn 
transports it to the factory he gets about half that amount. Such 
intermediaries are usually employed by the processing plant which 
advances goods and/or money with which to pay the harvesters. . ' 
Processing Factories. Processing factories are located throughout 
the estuary. They are situated at the confluence of rivers or 
streams to facilitate the transport of the cut stems by 
extractivists. An average sized processing facility will process 
about 30 MT of product per month (including the weight of the 
brine). A factory contains a loading·dock anda building of 
approximately 300 square meters, where from 15 to 30 workers 
peal, cut and can the palm hearts. 

When the palm hearts arrive at the factory, the remaining leaf 
sheaths are removed and the hearts are cut into pieces for either 
export or domestic markets differentiated by their size and 
texture (the most tender are exported). The pieces are then 
placed either in cans for the export market or jars for the 
domestic market, covered with a water-based preservative solution 
of water, salt and citric acid, cooked in apressure cooker and 
sealed (Brabo). 

Pollak, Mattos and Uhl found that the average processing factory 
produced 29 MT/month. It takes about 60,000 to 122,000 palm 
hearts, depending on their size, for that level of production (ar 
about 400 to 610 man days to harvest the palm hearts in the 
forest). They also found that a palm heart, independent of its 
size, yields an average of 1.8 pieces of export quality (36 
percent of total palm hearts' weight) and 0.9 pieces of domestic 
quality (23 percent of total weight). The remaining, more fibrous 
part of the palm heart is either cut and sold on the local market 
as palm·heart chunks (less than 10 percent of the total weight), 
fed to pigs, or simply thrown away as waste. 

There are. 500 g (drained weight) of ·palm hearts in a 1 kg can of 
export quality and 300 g in a l kg domestic jar, approximately 48 
percent (14.4 MT) of a typical factory's total monthly production 
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(30 MT) would goto export quality cans'and 52 percent ·would be 
for domestic-quality jars (Pol'lak, Mattos and Uhl). 

In July 1992, processing factories were paid $0.44 for a 1 kg can 
of·export-quality palm hearts and $0.28 for a 1 kg jar of 
domestic-quality palm hearts, making gross monthly income for a 
factory producing 30 MT/month about $10,700 gross income/month. 
Production costs at that time were about $7,400/month with 58 
percent of the costs going toward the purchase of palm hearts 
from extractors. This left the average monthly net income at 
$3,315. Working exclusively with large, medium or small palm 
hearts, average profits would be $3,745, $3,343 or $2858/month 
respectively with profit margins at 35%, 31% or 27% depending on 
the size of stems processed. Profits for the smaller palm hearts 
go down dueto the increased cost of processing by hand and the 
larger number of stems required to equal the sarne weight as 
larger palm hearts. 

Most factories can be easily moved as native stands of acai are 
depleted in one area. The processing factories employee 
individual workers, mostly women, from the surrounding area. 
While workers are supposed ·to be paid the legal minimum wage 
(benefits cost the employer an additional 80 percent of the base 
salary), very few processing facilities pay the minimum wage. 
When demand is high the factories process palm hearts six days· 
per week, working well into the night. 

Most palm heart processing factories are financially indebted to 
specific distribution firms. The owners of the processing 
factories are responsible for maintaining the physical plant of 
the factory, procuring the raw material (acai stems) from the 
region, and organizing the labor needed to process the palm 
heart. The distributor with whom the factory is aligned provides 
boxes, cans (for exports), jars (for domestic sales), salt, 
citric acid and other inputs. The distributor also arranges for 
the collection of the canned product from the processing plant 
and its transportation to Belem. 

Distributors. After processing, cans and jars of palm hearts are 
packed into boxes (usually each box contains 12, 1 kg jars or 
cans) and sent by boat to a distribution firm in Belem. There are 
28 distribution firms in Belem that purchase more than 50 MT of 
processed palm hearts/month .(Oliveira and Nascimento). These 
firms handle about 85 percent of all palm hearts produced in Para 
and about 80 percent of all palm hearts produced in Brazil. The 
average production handled by one of the firms is about 150 MT of 
which about 72 MT is of export quality and about 78 MT is for the 
domestic market. 

Most distributors handle between 50 and 450 MT of processed palm 
hearts- each month, or aoout 150 MT on average. Large distributors 
handle the product of up to 15 different processing plants. 
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Medium sized distributors handle the product of 6 or 7 processing 
plants and small distributors handle the product of only a few. 
The distributor most often helps set up processing factories by 
provtding steam furnaces and canning machines as well as the 
empty c?ns, jars and other equipmént in exchange for exclusive 
purcha~ing rights to a factory•s production. Most of the 
distributors are, in turn,· affiliated with large food busine~ses 
in the south of the country, principally in Sao Paulo. 

Distributors purcha~e processed palm hearts for $0.44/kg can and 
$0.28/kg jar. The di'stributor, in turn, sells the former for· 
$1.94/ can and the later for $1.11/jar for monthly gross returns 
of about $230,000. The firm's monthly profit is nearly $60,000, 
or·2s percent of the gross returns. Returns are good, but the 
enterprises require some $160,000 in working capital each month 
(Pollak, Mattos and Uhl). 
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III. Rese~rch on Natural Resouroe Management of Acai for Palm 
Heart in the Amazon Estuary 

This section reviews the current state of knowledge about the 
impact of harvesting Euterpe Oleracea Mart on the regeneration of 
that species and, consequently, the implications of such 
information for sustainable management systems. The first section 
presents evidence that current harvests are not sustainable. The 
next section outlines government attempts to impose sustainable 
harvest standards with a review of simple measures that _ 
government regulátors, extractors, processors or consumers could 
use to evaluate each.palm heart they encouqter. The next section 
reviews two sustainable palm heart management schemes each 
requiring different amounts of land and labor. Finally, a 
different management system is proposed for the fixed factory and 
the mobile processing plant with a discussion of the pros and 
cons of each system. 

Problems With Existing Palm Heart Extraction systems 

Recent studies indicate that palm heart yields diminish 
significantly if extraction from the same areais too frequent. 
Areas harvested every one to two years yield fewer palm hearts 
over the course of four extraction cycles than stands harvested 
every four to five years would yield in one. Frequent harvests 
appear to leave acai stands with few mature stems anda 
relatively high proportion Qf dead clumps. Without mature stems, 
little orno fruiting occurs to allow for natural reseeding of 
the over-harvested areas. As shortened harvesting cycles occur 
over eyer wider areas, then wild palm hearts, particularly,large 
ones, will be harder to find. · 

There are severa! indications that palm hearts are being over 
exploited. The palm hearts processed today are generally smaller 
than those processed twenty years ago when palm heart processing 
was first relocated from the south of Brazil to the Amazon 
estuary. Brabo (1979) reported that in the 1970s, two palm 
hearts were sufficient to fill a 1 kg. can. ~oday such large 
palm hearts àre rare. With the best palm hearts, it now takes 
about forir palm heart stems.per can. In some cases,· it takes as 
many as· ten stems. 

Another indication of declining production is found in the 
factories themselves. When factories were first opened in the 
region in the 1970s, they operated six or seven days per week. 
Some were even open during the evening. Today, however, on 
Marajo island, many of the factories only operate three or four 
days per week. According to Pollak, Mattos and Uhl, factory 
owners and managers attributed this situation to the shortage of 
palm hearts. Inhabitants of the area also insist that over 
harvest of·wild acai for palm heart has depleted the population 
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in the estuary. 

Pressure on natural acai stands appears to be greatest in 
municipios that are closest to Belem where intensification of the 
palm heart extraction business occurred more quickly. Pollak, 
Mattos and Uhl reported that on the island of Marajo the 
municípios closest to ·Belem produced only 1 percent of the 
state•s palm hearts in 1989, ~ompared to 64 percent in 1975 
{IBGE). During the sarne period, the more distant counties on· 
Marajo increased their share of the state's palm heart production 
from 12 percent to 96 percent {IBGE). By 1992, the more distant 
municípios contained 91 percent (88) of all registered factories 
on Marajo {Secretaria da Fazenda, unpublished document cited in 
Pollak, Mattos and Uhl) ·indicating that the more distant 
processing plants were more productive than those closer to Belem 
which are·running out of material and will probably cease to 
operate in the near future. 

Disinoentives to sustainable Palm Heart Management 

Researchers have found that to maintain palm heart productivity, 
recovery and growth periods of severa! years are necessary 
between harvests. Frequent harvests result in smaller-sized 
hearts and reduced extractor incomes as well as factory profits 
which ultimately lead to sharp declines in palm heart production 
from wild stands. To date, there has been little incentive at any 
level of the industry to avoid working with small palm hearts. 

The disincentives to sustainable management of wild stands of 
palm heart start with the ~xtractor. Once an extractor has waded 
through mud and hacked his way through undergrowth to reach the 
base 'of an acai clump, he will be inclined to cut all stems, even 
the small ones, before trudging on to the next one. As Pollak, 
Mattos and Uhl indicate there are even advantages for cutting 
small stems: 

--they are easier to cut than thicker, bigger stems; 
--they have fewer leaf-sheaths surrounding the heart so they are 

easier to prepare; 
--they require less work to harvest as well as to carry, load and 

unload (28 percent of the work involved in palm heart 
extraction) when most of the leaf-sheaths have not been 
removed; and 

--more of them can be transported in the harvester's boat at 
once. 

These factors translate to higher earnings from smaller hearts, 
too. In Marajo, an extractor earns $12.21 for each 100 kg of 
small palm hearts that he carries out of the forest, compared to 
$9.56 for each 100 kg of large pal~ hearts. These earnings d~ not 
t~ke into account the time it takes to harvest and transport the 
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stems to the factory. 

There is considerable financial incentive in the region to 
harvest palm hearts, whatever the·size. Most individuals in the 
areado not even earn, on average, one minimum wage ($67/roonth). 
Paid on a piece wage system, extractors' daily earnings from palro 
hearts are two to three times the Brazilian roinimuro wage. In 
fact, from the point of view of income, harvesting palm hearts is 
better than any other legitimate activity in tqe region • 

. _There is anotner reason thàt extractors roay tend to over harvest 
acai for palm hearts--land tenure·. Land in the region is 
frequently divided into large, unroarked plots. any people live 
along rivers where rights are relatively clearly defined, but the 
vast interiors behind the stream/river banks are far less well 
defined. In fact, in many areas, families share access to the 
rest of the forest. This factor is further complicated because 
outsiders often.negotiate access to resources such as acai with 
absentee landlords rather than with local residents. 

Disincentives for sustainably managed natural stands of palm 
hearts also exist at the factory/processing level. Profits for 
processing plants decline by as much as 24% when working 
exclusively with sroall, illegal and undersized palm hearts. 
Still, factories continue to purchase small palm hearts. The 
reasons are: ' 

--extractors bring all the palm hearts.they harvest ·mixed 
.together and will not separate them unless they can sell the 
small ones.too. Instead, they would take all their harvested 
palm heart stems to another factory; 

--even processing small palm hearts, palm hea+t factories are 
relatively lucrative. Profits are more than five times higher 
than profits from the two other predominant small industries in 
the Marajo regions, saw mills and brick factories (IMAZON study 
êited in Pollak, Mattos and Uhl); and 

--many consumers prefer smaller palro hearts because they believe 
that they are more tender. This is particularly true in Brazil, 
but it is also true in many export markets as well. 

As longas consumers associate thick palm hearts with a 
fibrous product, instead o~ with a rationally-harvested 
product, then small palm hearts will have more consumer 
appeal and firm owners will.not discourage factories from 
processing them (Pollak, Mattos and Uhl). 

Distribution firms have also lacked effective incentives to 
insist on sustainably harvested large palm hearts from their 
suppliers. Depletion of wild palro hearts has repeatedly forced 
distribution firms to shift their processing affiliates/suppliers 
to new ar~as over that past severa! decades. Yet, the 
distribution firms continue to realize impressive profits 
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(greater than $500,000 per year for the larger distribution 
firms). The only extra costs are the slight risk of being fined 
by the Brazilian Environmental Agency (IBAMA) for selling 
undersized palm hearts. However, this is nota significant risk 
at this time and is not taken seriously. 

For each of these reasons, managing palm heart harvests by 
increasing the time between harvests and only harvesting large 
st~ms does not necessarily result in high~r palm heart yields for 
the individual, whether extractor, processar or distributor. 
Furthermore, delayed, managed harvests can be· seen as a way to 
loose,control of natural palm heart stands to others who would 
harvest tpem immediately. Without secure land tenure, extractors 
are inclined to harvest palm hearts as soon as possible, instead 
of waiting for them to reacha legal size. In this way, the 
extractor guarantees his own income, at least in the short term, 
at the shared cost of other extractors or future generations who 
will attempt to make a living from the same resource base 
(Pendleton). 

Government Attempts to Develop a sustainable Palm Heart 
Extraction Industry 

The Brazilian Institute of the Environment (IBAMA) has attempted 
to develop a sustainable palm heart industry in the Amazon by 
establishing minimum-size regulations for palm heart extraction 
and processing. By law, a palm heart must weigh at least 250 g 
after all leaf-sheaths are removed and have a·diameter of at 
least 2.0 cm. Unfortunately, a palm heart that weighs at least 
250 g has a diameter of about 2.5 cm. While measuring diameter 
can take· place at any time including after the product is cut and 
canned, weighing can,only take place when the palm heart is still 
in one piece. That is· why diameter guidelines are so important 
for monitoring harvest when an inspector/regulator cannot be on 
site at all times. If 250 g stems are necessary to ensure long 
term viable harvesting systems, then the diameter requirements 
should be changed to 2.5 cm. However, most evidence (e.g. opening 
cans of palm hearts) suggest that even.the 2 cm. ,guidelines are 
not enforced. 

Recent random sampling of export quality palm heart indicated 
.that nearly half of the palm heart in the cans had a diameter of 
less than 2 cm (Pollak, Mattos and Uhl). The average diameter of 
all pieces measured was only 2.1 cm, meaning that they were 
derived from whole palm hearts that weighed, on average, only 180 
g (see equations below). This means that the average palm heart 
being exported in the sampled cans was illegal and·should not 
have been purchased·, processed and sold, much less harvested. 

Recent samples of palm heart from the Belem area sold at Safeway 
in the Washington DC area indicate that 70% of the palm heart in 
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the cans were 2 cm or less (Jason Clay, personal communication). 
In fact, 400 g cans contained o stems, an indication of sever 
over harvest of natural stands. By any classificatjon, .these 
stems would be classified as tiny and illegal for harvest. 

Pollak,· Mattos and Uhl have developed equations that correlate 
the h~ight and dbh of an acai stem with the weight and diameter 
of its palm heart. Their equations can be used to predict the 
size of a palm heart that would be obtained from a living stem. 
Alternatively, knowing the size of a palm heart section in a can, 
the equations can be used to determine the size (diameter or 
weight of stem or height of tree) of the stem that wás cut to 
produce that palm heart. For example, a 1.5 cm diameter palm 
heart would come from an acai tree about 7 cm in diameter and 6 m 
tall; whereas, a 3!5 cm diameter palm heart section would have 
been associated with an acai tree that was 14 cm in dbh and 18 m 
tall. 

Table 4 

Acai (Euterpe Oleracea Mart.) Classifiéation categorias 
stem Dimensions by Palm Heart Siza and Weigbt 

Tin~ Small Medi um Large Extra 
Lar,,,gg 

Diameter (cm) 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
Weight (g), 99 165 244 338 445 
Stem OBH (cm) 6.8 8.5 10.2 11.9 13.6 
Stem Height (m) 6.3 9.3 12.3 15.3 18.3 
Pieces Needed to 

fill 1 kg can 22 17 12 7 3 

{Source: Pollak, Mattos and Uhl) 

-- 
Table 5 

Equations Relating Euterpe Oleracea Mart. 
stem Dimensions with Palm Heart size and Weight 

P•l• heart weight (g) = (27.552 x pal• heart dia.eter(2) (cm)] + (35.517 x pal• heart dia.eterl • 16.603. 

P•l• heart dia11eter Cem>= [0.295 x steia clJh (cm)] • 0.513. 

St111 DBH Cem)= [3.390 x pal• heart dia11eter Cem)] + 1.739. 

Stll!II height (m) = [1.78 x ste11 OBH (cm)l - 5.849. 

,St111 height Cm)= [6.599 x pel• heart di11111eter Cem)] - 3.905. 

Using the equations outlined above, it is possible to reconstruct 
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recent harvest episodes simply by surveying all acai clumps in 
plots of known dimensions and measuring the diameter of all cut 
stems. This is'precisely what Pollak, Mattos and Uhl found in 
their survey comparison of sites that had been subjected to 
regular harvests every 4-5 years compared to those harvest~d 
every 1-2 years over a 15-year period. 

In the areas subjected to harvests every one to two years (see 
Table 6), an average of 1.2 palm hearts/clump (taking into 
account all clumps) were extracted~ The average dbh of the 
harvested stems was 6.2 cm and the estimated height of the cut 
stems was 5.2 m. The palm hearts from these stems were, on 
average, 1.3 cm in diameter and weighed 76 g. Combining the 
average palm heart weight ~ith the number of harvested palm 
hearts in these areas, the total palm heart yield was estimated 
at 44 kg/ha [{481 acai clumps/ha x 1.2 palm hearts/clump x 76 
g/palm_heart/1,000]. 

Meanwhile, harvesters extracted, on average, 1.0 palm 
hearts/clump in areas that were harvested every 4-5 years. The 
average dbh of the harvested stems was 10.6 cm and the estimated 
height was 13 m. Palm hearts derived from these stems had an 
average diameter of 2.6 cm and weighed 262 g. The total.palm 
heart yield in the areas, ·therefore, was approximately 192 kg/ha 
[(734 acai clumps/ha x 1 palm heart/clump x 262 g)/palm 
heart/1000] or 4.5 times greater than for sites harvested every 
1-2 years. 

Table 6 

Acai Palm Heart Extraction and Population structure 
A Comparison of stands Harvested Every 1-2 Years.and 4-5 Years 

With Never Harvested Natural Stands in the·Estuary of the Amazo~ 

1-2 year 4-5 year No harvest 
harvest harvest natural 

intervals intervals forest . 
Most Recent Harvest 
Number of ·stems harvested/clump 1.2 . 1. O 
Diameter of harvested stems 6.2 cm 10.6 cm 
Height of harvested stems 5.2 m 13.0 m 
Diameter of harvested palm hearts 1.3 cm 2.6 cm 
Weight.of harvested palm hearts 76 g 262 g 
Total harvest yield 43,867 9. 192,308 g 

Post-Harvest Acai Population structure 
Density of clumps/ha with stems 

greater than 2 m 481 
Average DBH {cm) of stems. 

greater than 2 m 4.9 

734 620 

6.3 8.5 
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Average height (m) of stems 
greater than 2 m 2.9 5.4 9.4 

Percentage of stems with height: 
Less than 2 meters 
TWo meters to 4 meters 
Gre·ater than 4 meters 

88% 
8% 
4% 

64% 
14% 
22% 

55% 
13% 
32% 

Percen~age of Dead ClumEs 25% 11% 12% 

(Source: Pollak, Mattos and Uhl) 

The research undertaken by Pollak, Mattos and Uhl also found that 
there were big differences in the acai populations in areas 
depending on whether they were ~arvested more or less frequently. 
There were an average of only 481 acai clumps in the more 
frequently harvested areas. Furthermore, 25% of all the clumps in 
frequently harvested areas were dead. By contrast, areas that 
were harvested every 4-5 years contained an average of 734 clumps 
with only 11% of the clumps dead. 

on average, the researchers found that following the most recent 
harvest, only 4% of the acai stems remainirig in the frequently 
harvested plots were 4 mor taller compared with 22% in the less 
frequently harvested plots. In fact the overall. acai population 
profile in the less frequently harvested areas was very similar 
to that found in natural stands except that natural stands have 
an even h~gher level of dead ~lumps. 

Using Pollak, Mattos and Uhl's equations, it is possible to 
determine legal size of processed palm heart by either 
enforcement officials or consumers. For example, if a 1 kg can of 
palm hearts contains 12 pieces, then, according to the guidelines 
developed using their equations, the average size is "medium,11 

.approximately six stems were used to fill the can, and the hearts 
were on average 2.5 cm diameter. If the enforcement official 
found 15 or mo~e pieces in the can, then at least 8 acai stems 
were used to fill the can and it would be reasonable to assume 
that the harvestíng that took place was not sustainable. 

IBAMA's second strategy to protect natural stands of acai is to 
require factories to establish management projects in which one 
stem is managed or one acai seedling is planted for each palm 
heart harvested (Regulation No. 439, 1989). Distribution firms 
share responsibility with their supplier ·canning factories for 
obtaining only légal-sized palm hearts. In fact, most 
distributors assume the responsibility entirely. By 1990·, there 
were 62 palm heart management projects (with an average size of 
870 ha) registered with IBAMA. Some 80% were sponsored by Belem 
based distribution firms (IBAMA, internal document). Nonetheless, 
one study found that the projects often exíst only on paper. By 
1992/93 none of the factories visited in a recent survey 
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purchased palm hearts that were obtained through management 
systems (Pollak, Mattos and Uhl). 

One study has shown that acai management for palm heart can 
~esult in significant long-term savings when compared to the cost 
of purchasing wild palm hearts (Pollak, Mattos and Uhl). Their 
findings in~icate that over a 20-year period, the average cost of 
palm heart for a factory using low-intensity management is 
$0.001, compared to $0.011 for high-intensity management or 
$0.037 without any management. Thus, the analysis indicates that 
it could be from 3 to 37 times as expensive to purchase wild 
harvested palm heart than to purchase palm heart from either low 
or high intensity management systems. One needs to be careful ' 
here, however. In fact the study measures the cost of buying palm 
heart harvested from someone else on someone else's lan~. That is 
compared to the cost of hiring labor by the day to manage a 
system and harvest palm from one's own land. For owner/harvesters 
there are no opportunity costs calculated into the first model. 
Harves·ters harvesting from their own land or an extractive 
reserve need to be making a return not just on their labor but on 
the resources utilized as well. 

Laws, regulations.and profits to the contrary, palrn heart 
extractors, processo~s and distributors continue to depend on 
native acai stands for raw materials. Factory owners/processors 
are reportedly wary of acai rnanagement because of the relatively 
high initial investrnent. Pollak, Mattos and Uhl report that net 
expenditures over the first six years to implernent the low 
intensity management project are 15% of the factory's average 
profits during the sarne period. In addition, there is a six-year 
delay before the project reaches full production capacity. 

Distribution firm owners do not invest in sustainable rnanagement 
practices either ev.en though they would represent only 3% of a 
distributor's profits during the first six years. More 
importantly, while firms provide a considerable amount of the' 
capital investment for their supplying factories, they do not pay 
for the raw material. Most believe that the wild stands will not 
run out and they see no reason to pay more in the short term to 
obtain lower priced raw material in the long term through 
management if their competition is nQt required, by law, to doso 
as well. · · 

In short, as of 1993, while'many factories and distribution firms 
'clairned to be conducting palm heart rnanagement projects, none 
thought that rnanagernent would replace wild palrn heart extraction. 
Nine out of ten distribution firms even adrnitted to investing 
profits from palm heart extraction in other activities such as 
cattle ranching, timber processing or river transport (Pollak, 
Mattos and Uhl). 

' 
As the sarne study pointed out, 
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Laws that mandate size regulations for palm hearts and 
require acai palm management projects are examples of how, 
through a top-down approach, the government can impose 
standards on the palm heart industry geared toward making 
the industry sustainable. In the forest, however, it is the 
extractor who, upon deciding which stems to cut and which to 
leave for future harvests, exercises the ultimate control 
over whether or not the activity is sustainable. Condition~ 
must be made favorable for the extractor to carry out that 
task in a way which, ultimately, protects the natural 
resource against over-extraction (Pollak, Mattos and Uhl). 

The study goes on to recommend that, 

most of the profits realized on the sale of a can of palm 
hearts goto factories and distribution firms, even though 
much of the labor behind each canis from the local 
extractors. One way for extractors to receive a larger share 
of the benefits from working with palm hearts would be for 
them to operate their own management projects. This would 
make it easier to produce large palm hearts in a shorter 
amou~t of time, thereby increasing the amount of income and 
extractor could earn in a day. With clear title to land, 
access to investment capital, and an effective means of 
community organization, inhabitants would be well-positioned 
to responsibly manage the acai palm. For example, twenty 
famil.ies, with 50 ha each (i.e •. 1.,000 ha total), could 

·produce enough palm hea-rts, in managed forest tracts, to 
supply a typical factory. If the family also ran the 
factory, they could receive an even greater portion of the 
profits (Pollak, Mattos and Uhl). 

Managing Acai for Long-Term Palm Heart-Extraction 

From an environmental point of view, it is relatively easy to 
manage acai for palm hearts in the Amazoh estuary region. The 
primary requirements for good growth are ample light and growing 
space, both of which are related factors. Measures to improve 
growing conditions include clearing undergrowth and ringing 
canopy trees with no market or subsistence value. While this is a 
low intensity·management system it sti11·implies far more 
management and investment of time on the part of the extractor 
(10 days/ha in year one) than is common in the region today. 

A high intensity management system, as outlined by Pollak, Mattos 
and Uhl, and practiced by a large land owner or corporation, 
entails the enrichment of the number (and perhaps quality) of 
acai stands ín natural forests by planting seeds. Costs of such a 
system are quite high·because the system requires outsiders 
designing and overseeing the implementation plan with hired labor 
and high overheads. 
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Acai seeds can be scattered on the forest floor to facilitate 
regeneration. Growth is improved if plots are thinned 
periodically of weeds, vines and other unwanted species, and acai 
clumps are groomed to contain approximately three large, three 
medium and three small-sized stems. According to Pollak, Mattos 
-and Uhl, in an intensive management system, three large stems 
would be harvested for palm heart from each acai clump every 
three years. It would take about six years of management to get 
to a three year harvest cycle with considerable labor invested in 
the initial year to clear undergrowth a~d plant and manage the 
acai stands. 

Pollak, Mattos and Uhl compared the economia potential for both 
low and high intensity palm heart management. In general, they 
found an average clump density of 625/ha. Thus~ low intensity 
management provides an average annual yield of 625 palm hearts/ha 
(e.g. three stems/clump harvested every three years). High 
intensity acai management, as practiced by a Belem-based forest 
engineering firm that oversees most of the palm heart management 
projects in the estuary, is designed. to provide an annual ' 
production of 1,000 palm hearts/ha. In both cases yields are 
estimated to average only 32% of full capacity for the first six 
years until a project reaches it full production potential (Lopes 

· et al.) 

The low intensity management system requires an area of 1144 ha 
to supply a palm heart factory that produces 30 MT/month. A high 
intensity acai management program would reguire only 715 ha to 
supply the typical factory. 

Pollak, Mattos and Uhl estimate that it would take an initial 
investment of 10 work days/ha to prepare an area for low 
intensity acai management. An additional 3 work days/ha/year 
would be required in year one to disperse seeds and thin 
undergrowth six to 9 months after the initial clearing. In years 
two through six, 4 work days/year would be reguired for low 
intensity management of the project area. In subseguent years, 2 

.days labor/ha/year would be reguired for cleaning the area for as 
longas it is managed for palm heart. With daily wages in the 
area at about $2.50, the total labor costs associated with 
management of a 1144 ha project area (as opposed to harvesting 
itself) would cost $37,180 in the first year, '$11, 440/ye.ar from 
year two through six, and $5,720/year from year seven onward for 
as longas the plot is managed. · 

Other costs include the harvest of palm heart which could be done 
by the owner or paid by the processing factory at $4/ha/year for 
the first six years and·$12.50/ha/year for each subseguent year. 
IBAMA also charges a $.060/ha/year fee for managed palm heart 
extraction. These costs bring the total cost of the operation to 
$42,442 during year one, $16,702/year for years two through six, 
and $20,706/year for year seven onward. 
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Revenues from the low intensity management system are calculated 
at the price paid by factories for large palm hearts 
($0.065/stem). Subtracting costs from revenues shows a net loss 
of $27,570 in year one (($13/qa - $37.10/ha) x 1144 ha] for low 
intensity management, -a loss of $1,830/year in_years two through 
six, anda net profit of $25,774/year after year seven. The net 
present value of a 1144 ha low-intensity acai palm heart 
management project over the first twenty years, ata 6% discount 
rate, is estimated at $119/ha, or $136,136 for the entire 1144 ha 
p~oject. 

The cost of having an outside firm manage a high-intensity palm 
heart production system -is much.higher than having a system where 
individual owners or co-ops manage their own system. An outside 
firm charges for additional items (e.g. a written plan and formal 
demarcation of plots on the ground through the creation and on 
going maintenance of a series of trails) •· To date only one firm 
in the area designs and "manages" palm heart production so there 
is no competitive pricing for any of the services. [Manages is in 
quotes because to date nane of the management plans designed by 
the find filed with the federal government to allow production 
have actually been implemented.J Total costs for a management 
system with outside management is $110,989 in the first year, 
$26,326/year from year 2 through 6, anq 25,390/year from year 
seven onward. After subtracting revenues, the net cost of the 
outside management system in year one is $96,117 and $11,454/year 
from year 2 through 6. From y_ear 7 onward the net profit is 
$21,085/yr. The net present value .of a 715-ha high-intensity 
management project over 20 years (a 6% discount rate) is 
$2.75/ha, or $1966 for the entire 715 ha management area. 

Table 7 

Financial Analysis of Palm Heart Management in the Amazon Estuary 

Low-Intensity Mgt. High-Intensity Mgt 
(Owner Operated) (Mgt.Firm Operated) 

US$/ha US$/ha 

costs (Year ll 
Prepare project proposal (1) 
Demarcate management lots (2) 
Thin-undergrowth & canopy (3) 
Disperse seeds (4) 
Trail maintenance (5) 
Thin undergrowth (6) 
Harvest palm hearts (7) 
IBAMA fee · 

TOTAL 

5.00 
4.00 
.60 

37.10 

3.76 
2.56 

97.00 
30.00 

.51 
14 .40 
6.40 
.60 

155.23 

25.00 
2.50 
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Costs (Year 2-6} 
Trail maintenance 
Thin undergrowth 
Harvest palm hearts 
IBAMA fee 

TOTAL 

10.00 
4.00 
.60 

14.60 

1.02 
28.80 
6.40 
.60 

36.82 

Costs (Year 7 onward) 
Trail maintenance 
Thin undergrowth 
Harvest palm hearts 
IBAMA fee 

TOTAL 

5.00 
l.2.50 

.60 
18.10 

.51 
14.40 
20.00 

.60 
35.51 

Revenue from Harvested P~lm Heart (8) 
Years 1 to 6 13.00 20.80 
Years 7 onward 40.63 65.00 

'Net Profit 
Year 1 -24.10 -134.43 
Years 2 to 6 -1.60 -16.02 
Years 7 and on 22.53 29.49 

Net~Present Value--20 Years 118.54 2.75 

{Source: Pollak, Mattos and Uhl) 

t. A firm in Belem that designs 80X of the plans sul:mitted to IBAMA charges $2,687 pe~ plan or S3.76/ha in a 
715 ha project. 

2 •. The same firm demarcates 100-ha sub-plots with 4-m wide trails. A 715-ha project would require 7 
demarcated subplots, or 28 km of trails. Management pr4jects are normally implemented alonga river or steam 
bank. Adjacent plots share boundaries. Only 15 km of trails are necessary to demarcate 7 management plots 
(no trails are required along waterways or shared boundaries). The f1rm charges St22/km, for a total cost of 
St830, or S2.56/ha. 

3. A conservative estimate is that it ta~es 10 man days/ha to thin the unelerstory anel remove undesired 
canopy trees by ringing them for a cost of S25/ha. A management firm would charge S72/ha to thin the 
~rstory and S25/ha to remove unelesired canOP,Y trees for a total of S97. 

4. Seeds can be obtained free from local acai fruit processors. Obtaining and scattering the seeds takes 1 
man day/ha or S2.50/ha. A firm charges S30/ha to scatter the seed in a high·intensity ma~agement project. 
The cost of seeds may incresse if many harvesters begin to enrich the areas from which they traditionally 
harvest acai stems for palm hearts. 

5. The 4-m wíde trails that are part of a high·intensity management project 111.1st be cleared'of new growth 
every six months during the first six years, and once each year thereafter. Each maintenance episoc:le costa 
20X of the original cost of opening the trails (.2 x $2.56/ha = S.51/ha). 

6. ln both types of management projects, new growth, including excess acai shoots, nust be cleared two times 
during the first year, anel once every year thereafter. For low intensity management, the task requires 4 man 
days/ha. For high-intensity management, the firm charges 20X of the original cost of thi~ning undergrowth 
each time the forest is cleared of new growth. 

7. Processing factory owners pay hired extractors $0.02/palm heart to harvest large palm hearts. A low· 
int~nsity management project yields 200 palm hearts/ha/yr for the first six years (200 palm hearts/ha/yr x 
S0.02/palm heart = S4/ha/yr) anel 625 palm hearts/year thereafter for a cost of St2.50/ha/yr. The 
calculations are the same for the high·intensity palm heart management system which yields 320 large palm 
hearts/ha/yr for the first six years anel 1,000 large palm hearts/ha/yr for year seven onward. · 
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8. Gross revenues ·for both rnanegement systems are calculated based on the price paid by a fectory for lerge 
palm hearts, $0.065/lerge palm heart. · 

The management system outlined above which is run by an outside 
firm barely breaks even over a 20-year period. Most of the 
"profits" goto the managing firm .rather than to the owners·of 
the acai stands or to the processing factory which obtains palm 
heart stems ata lower rate than it would if purchasing them on 
the open market. While the management scheme does offer a fair 
amount of employment, it is menial work with low pay and·no. 
chance of advancement. Furthermore, extractors are not directly 
invoLved in management ar management decisions even though their 
day to day labor either. reinforces or undermines the viability of 
the system. · 

In the final analysis and without effective regulation, it is 
obvious why, to date,· nane of the management plans that have been 
designed by factories and/or distriJ:mtion firms· are acceptable to· 
either owners of acai· stands or·extractors. 

Table 8 

comparativa Analysis of the Net Present value of Acquiring Enough 
Palm Hearts to Produce jo MT of Processed Palm Hearts/Month 

For 20 Years Using Low, High or ~o Management systems 

# of Palm 
Cost/Palm 

Hearts(l) 
Heart(3) 

Low-intensity management(4) 
Management yield 
Purcliased 
Total 

11,382,800 
2,917,200 

14,300,000 

High-intensity management(5) 
Management yield 
Purchased 
Total· 

11_, 382,800 
2,911·,200 · 

14,300,000 

No Management 
Purchased 
Total 

14,300.000 
14,300,000 

Net Present 

Value(2) 

$135,610 
-$155,402 
-:$19,792 

$0.001 

$1,966 
-$155,402 
-$153,436 

$0.011 

-$533,065 
-$533,065 

$0.037 
$0.037 

(Source: Pollak, Mattos· and Uhl) 

1. A factory requires 59,573 large palm heert/~thto produce 30 HT of cemed palm helirts/month. The · 
fac:tory, thus, required 14,297,520 palm heerts over 20 years (59,573 x 12 x 20) which is rounded to 14.3 
million. · 
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2. All net present value calculations considera 6X discount rate, A negative net present value represents a 
cost. The net present value for both types of management were calculated for the first 20 years of a 
project, using the costs and revenues of management shown in Table 4. ln the absence of management, the net 
present cost of purchasing palm hearts was calculated from the price of a large palm heart in July of 1992 
($0.065/large palm heart). 

3. This is the average cost of each palm heart purchased over a 20-year period. The figure is derived by 
dividing the total net present value of producing and/or purchasing palm hearts by the nunber of palm hearts 
produced/purchased. 

4. The low·intensity management project is 1144 ha in order to provicle enough large palm hearts to produce 
30 MT of processed palm hearts/month. A project of this size will yield approximately 200 palm 
hearts/ha/year for the first six years, during which time additional palm hearts have to be purchased, and 
625 palm hearts/ha/year from year seven onward. _ 

5. lhe high·intensity management system n,.ist have 715 ha to p~ovide enough large palm hearts for a factory 
to produce 30 MT of processed palm heart/month. A project this size yields 320 palm hearts/ha/year for the 
first six years, during which time additional palm hearts have to be purchased, and 1,000 palm 
hearts/ha/year from year seven onward. 

While the government can require ac~i management systems for palm 
heart extraction in arder to make it sustainable, such top down 
systems rarely work. In the forest, it is the extractor which 
exercises control over whether the extraction is sustainable ar 
not. In addition, higher costs associated with managing palm 
hearts must be bourn by someone. Without an increase in the·price 
paid to extractors, ,and by implication to processors too, 
management costs are bourn by the landowner or the extractor 
(through lower wages or piece rate paid per stem). 

There is considerable research that should be undertaken in order 
to understand the overall impact of the palm heart industry on 
the entire ecosystem of the Amazon estuary as well as on the 
types of incentive systems that would be effective with 
extractors, processors and distributors. While this research may 
not be necessary in and of itself'for any single management plot 
within.the region, it is important as an indicator of the impact 
of the industry on the entire region, particularly the 
functioning of the ecosystem itself. Some of the ·research that 
should be undertaken, and then monitored regularly is: 

--how does acai respond to extraction? Is long term management 
viable? · 

--are certain cutting/harvesting practices better for the plant? 
--how many palm hearts are curr~ntly harvested in the estuary and 

wpich municipios and districts produce them? 
--how is harvesting changing.over time? 
--how many factories are processing palm hearts? Where are they 

located? How many times have they been relocated? 
--what is the industry•s response to seasonal or long-term 

changes in production costs and palm heart prices (either raw 
materials or finished product)? 

--who currently works either harvesting or processing palm 
hearts, under what conditions and what reward systems? 

--how important is land tenure in establishing viable., long term 
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management systems? . , 
--what is ·the.tenure situation in the ·areas of the estuary where 

acai is now found and/or·currently harvested? 

/ 
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xv. The Proposed Management Plan for the Fixed and Floating Palm 
Beart Processing Plants 

This business plan compares the costs as well as other pros and 
cons of both a fixed anda floating palm heart processing 
facility. The sustainable harvest o·f palm hearts will be at the 
core of whatever palm heart processing system is ultimately 
chosen as well as the primary marketing strategies. Therefor, the 
costs of the proposed management systems that would best serve 
the fixed and the floating factory are also compared. The best 
system for each system is different. 

In arder to ensure sustainability of the product that is being 
purchased,.processed and sold, the palm heart processing facility 
will have to pay the costs of designing and managing natural 
stands of acai either directly or indirectly through higher 
prices for raw materials. For that reason, the costs of the two 
different management systems are included here iri arder to 
provide the realistic costs of establishing. either the fixed or 
floating processing system. 

One of the main .issues that has to be resolved with either the 
fixed or floating processing plantas well as the management of 
natural stands of acai is ownership. Who owns the stands of palm 
-individuals, local groups or the entire population of the 
extractive reserve? Likewise, who owns the processing facility? 
The position taken here is that it is likely that different 
entities will own the trees and the processing facility. 
Therefor, who sets up management system, who manages it and how 
it is all paid for are complicated issues. The proposed options 
that follow are seen as the best balance between individual and 
group rights, economic costs and benefits, income distribution, 
and acceptable management strategies. 

An underlying principal in establishing the management plan is 
that the processing plant should not pay individuals for days of 
labor spent managing their own (individually or collectively 
owned) resources. One way to achieve this is for the processing 
factory to pay a price for managed acai stems that warrants the 
time invested on the part of extractors to ensure sustainability. 

Proposed Resource Management system for the Fixed Processing 
Plant ' 

The management system best suited for the fixed processing plant 
is an adaptation of the low intensity system described by Pollak, 
Mattos and Uhl. In the system proposed here, 450 ha would be 
managed tô eventually yield 12.5 MT o~ processed palm heart per 
month. After the larga labor requirements in year one of setting 
up the project (4,550 person days which would be paid for by the 
business), the labor required to maintain the manag~ment system 
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and harvest the palm heart could be provided by a forest-based 
group of about ten families if each family contributed 
approximately 1.5 full-time people to the tasks at hand. In this 
system the average income per family from the sale of managed 
palm heart would be about $1,312.50 per family per year for the 
duration of the program, or approximately 1.5 minimum wages per 
family. This calculation is based on the sale of 26,250 palm 
stems per. family per year at $.05 per stem (the current price to 
extractors in the region is $027). The specific costs of the 
system are reviewed in Table 8. 

Table 8 

Management costs Associated with a Fixed Processing Plant 
Producing 12.s MT of. Palm Beart/Month from a 450-Ba Area 

Costs in Year 1 
Clear undergrowth and thin canopy (10 days/ha) 
Disperse seeds (1 day/ha) 
Thin undergrowth (2 days/ha) 
IBAMA fee ($0.6/ha) 
Total 

11,250 
1,125 
·2, 250 

270 
$14,895 

Costs in Year 2 through 6 
Thin undergrowth ( 4· days/ha each . year) 
IBAMA fee 
Total 

4,500 
270 

$4,770 

Costs from Year 7 Onward 
Thin undergrowth (2 days/ha/yr) 
IBAMA fee 
Total 

2,250 
· 270 

$2,520 

In arder to work, this system needs to assure the extractor that 
the factory will buy all the·palm stems harvested from the 
managed plot& and will pay the going price for those stems (for 
the purposes of these calculations the price of $0-05 has been 
used throughout). The processing factory needs to be guaranteed 
that all palm hearts from the proposed harvest area are being 
produced through a management system as outlined in this business 
plan. 

With the exception of the initial 10 days/ha required to clear 
the undergrowth and thin the canopy, it is reasonable to expect 
all labor to be provided by the ten families in exchange for 
being allowed to sell the production of about 45 ha each or about 
26,250 stems per year. In the first six years, when the managed 
areais not yet up to full production, each family would be able 
to sell as up to 26,250 palm stems harvested from their plot and 
elsewhere provided they are all acceptable size. The processing 
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plant would provide each harvester with a device to measure trees 
at chest height that might be large enough to harvest and sell. 
To insure the supply needed at the factory, the factory manager 
should also be able to purchase from other extractors if any of 
the original ten families do not careto meet their portion of 
the factory•s demand. 

The business will advance the $11,250 for the cost of labor to 
undertake the initial clearing of the undergrowth and thinning 
the canopy. The business will repay this sum to itself from 
profits it generates or receives from distributors who sell 
"sustainably managed" palm hearts. This sum would be repaid to 
the business prior to the repatriation of any profits or profit 
sharing to the local cooperative. 

This. system has a number of advantages: 

--labo·r is relatively scarce in the region at this time, and the 
low intensity management system requires less labor; 

--natural stands of acai are still relatively abundant in the 
region soa more extensive management system, given the 
relativa short supply of labor, is in arder; 

--the system requires less up front capital investment that more 
intensive management systems and the system of advancing the 
cash needed against anticipated profits is a way to finesse the 
financial burden; and 

--the system requires fewer management skills and the skill 
required are either already common in the region or easily 
transferred. 

Pros of the Fixed System 

1. This management system provides a long-term model for 
specific, intensely managed, natural stands of acai. 

2. The occupation and use of the managed areais clear to all and 
can be used to demonstrate use claims and prevent others from 
using the resources in less sustainable ways. 

3. The system maintains ecosystem functions. 

4. For those 10 families involved in the management system, the 
long-term benefit of $1,312.50 in income per year speaks for 
itself. 

cons of the Fixed system 

1. Through its intensive management approach, this system reduces 
·overall biodiversity in the area in question. 

2. The system gives full time employment to only a small number 
of families in the reserve. Yet, the labor required (1.5 full 
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time equivalents/family) from those families would reduce their 
ability to undertake subsistence farming and additional income 
generating aétivities. 

3. The system allows individual families to benefit from the sale 
of communal assets. 

4. Labor costs to establish and run the management of such a 
system are considerably greater than more extensive harvest 
systems. 

Proposed Resource Management system for the Floating Processing 
Plant 

The management system associated with the floating pracessing 
· plant is minimalist.by camparisan to that af the fixed plant. In 
fact, it is nota management system, per se. Two elements form· 
the basis of successful "management" from the point of view of 
the floating sy,stem--moving the processing regularly and 
purchasing only large diameter stems. 

One of the easiest ways to prevent the over harvest of stems from 
a particular areais to move the factory an option that is not 
readily available for a fixed factory. If rotating the factory•s 
location is dane each month, then the impact of the harvest can 
be negligible, particulárly if the factory only purchases large 
stems which Pollak, Mattos and Uhl's research indicates are, by 
defini tion, .sustainable. 

The main management issue from the paint of view of/the flaating 
pracessing plant is where to tie up the factory and whether to 
return to the same general aréas year after year in arder to let 
the same harvesters have a small, but guaranteed source of income 
each year from the harvest and sale of palm stems. By putting the 
barge in ten locations per year, it would be possible to generate 
increased income for 100 harvester families each year. There 
would also be similar increases in income to temporary workers in 
the processing plant and those selling wood used for processing 
fires. To distribute the income evenly in each area, each family 
could be given a quota of the number of stems it could sell as 
well as a delivery schedúle so ~hat processing could go smoothly. 

This system·would not require the manipulation of the environment 
through radical thinning or clearing programs- Nor would it 
require the full-time dedication of residents of any single area 
where harvesting and processing occurs. The program would 
generate a sma~ler amount of income per family affected by it, 
but spread that income over a 10-fold larger population. Finally, 
the activity would not diminish other economic ar subsistence 
activities of individuals in the area, or change the composition 
of the ecosystem in such a way tha~ would diminish an extractor•s 
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ability to abandon palm heart activities if for any reason that 
industry died. 

Pros of the System 

1. There are fewer costs associated·with the management side of 
the minimum management system (but barge costs are higher). 

2. Adopting the extensiva harvest/management system does not 
preclude adopting more intensive management systems in the 
future. 

J. This management system gives local residents an economic 
reason to visit many areas of their territory that they would 
otherwise have little reason to visit, allowing them to monitor 
the status of areas of their territory that they would not often 
see. It also gives local residents a good knowledge of areas of 
natural acai stands as well as other plants with economic 
potential which might be used in the future. 

4. The management program offers wider income distribution by 
spreading income from harvesting, processing and selling firewood 
to a larger number of local residents. 

5. Since large trees and unde~growth are not removed, this system 
has little if any impact on biodiversity and no impact on 
ecosystem function. 

6. By not eliminating species that are not useful at this time, 
this management system protects biodiversity that might have 
economic potential in the future. · 

7. Because the barge/factory system costs a fair amount to set up 
and is not in any one place very long, local residents will not 
have as many ownership claims to it as they would to a fixed 
processing factory. This could insure that the processing system 
is managed in such a way as to be successful financially. 

8. It would be possible to use the barge for other income 
generating activities either at the same time as the processing 
factory is functioning or by suspending the processing factory. 
[It could also be the site of a mobile health clinic.] For 
example, the barge could also have small fruit or oil processing 
facilities on board. The barge could also have a small store on 
board which could sell consumer items to locals. Finally, the 
barge could even be used one month per year to' take a barge full 
of Brazil nuts to Belem where they could either be sold to a 
processing facility or shelled for a fee and soldas a product of 
the residents of the extractive reserve. 
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Cons of the System 

1. Once the barge has harvested an area and moved on to others, 
there is nothing to prevent individuals from moving into the 
region and harvesting the palm ·stands unsustainably and·selling 
them to another buyer unless the reserve association moves to 
prevent this type of activity. 

2. Government regulations on sustainability do not yet allow a 
processar to purchase only large.stems and claim that it is 
sustainable. This management system might have to show management 
for as many stems as the sys~em cuts. ·rf, howeyer, there is as 
much acai in the area as recent data suggest, the barge could 
process 30 MT of finished product per month and still take 30 
years ~o return to the area first harvested if that were the way 
the processing system was established. 

Conclusion 

The costs and returns of the two systems are somewhat different. 
The fixed factory would cost $11,250 to establish the management 
system. It would generate about $1,312.50 each for 10 families. 

The floating_ factory would have no up front management costs. It 
coµld generate about $131 each for 100 families. 

As discussed in section VI, the fixed system would generate 11 
permanent p~sitions for residents of the region, while the 
floating processing system would generate 3 full-t~me jobs and 
108 one-month positions spread throughout the region. 
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v. Tbe·Cajari Extractive Reserve 

The cajari Extractive Reserve (RESEXC) is located on the Cajari 
River in th~ state of Amapa. It contains 481,650 hectares and has 
a pópulation of approximately 5,000 people (700 families). More 
than 72% of the population is illiterate. The principal economic 
activities are the harvest of acai for palm heart, the collection 
of .Brazil nuts and the cultivation of manioc, bananas, beans, 
corn and rice. Local residents also sell timber and fish. 

The reserve does not have electricity or sanitation systems. 
Telecommunications in the area are precarious and the treatment 
and storage of water is non-existent. Transportation is carried 
out mostly by river but there are a few roads as well. 

Palm heart harvesting occurs throughout the year, but is less 
intense from october-December when people are working on their 
gardens and agricultural plots. Extractors cut 80 to 100 stems 
per day and work. 3 to 4 days per week. since this harvest rate is 
.considerably lower than in other areas, it is probably dueto the 
.distance the stem must be transported prior to sale. For the most 
part, the areas cut are rotated abbut every three years. The 
reserve,does not currently own or have contractual relationship 
with any palm heart processing plant. 

The natural stands of acai are most dense in the estuaries of the 
lower Cajari and Maraca Rivers and near the falls on the Cajari 
River (the lower Maraca is not within RESEXC). In short, the most 
appropriate areas are those along navigable parts of the river. 
Most of the Upper Cajari is not navigable during the dry season 
of the year. In all, it appears that about 10% of RESEXC, or 
48,000 ha are suitable for palm heart extraction (ECOTECH). 

WWF mu~t bave considerably more data for tbis section from their 
project/project area. This section needs to be fleshed out 
depending on where the processing plant is to be located and what 
type of processing and management system is to 'be created. 
Specific information from the appropriate areais essential to 
the creation of a viable·and tundable business plan. However, the 
planas it now stands raises a. number of significant issues that 
must be answered, many of them will have to be answe~ed bafore 
the ultimate site or management system is se1ected. After tbose 
deci~ions have been made it will be possible to insert the 
relevant socio-economic data and make the overall adjustments 
that tbey require in the b~siness plan. 

We need the most detailed maps available for any of the areas 
being considered for the processing facility and management area. 
FIBGE maps are quite good as are CEDI•s. CEDI is collect all such 
maps for us. From these maps we can begin to identify acai areas, 
hWllan settlements and possible processing plant locations. 
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VI. From Forest to Market--The step by step Production Process of 
Palm Heart 

The processing of canned palm hearts is g~nerally undertaken ·in 
15 ar 16 steps between the collection and the sale of the final 
project. 

1. Collection. Under any number of management systems (or lack 
thereof for that matter) the palm heart is cut from stands in 
forests. · 

2. Trimming. While still within the forest, the acai tree is . . \ . 
trimmed in order to reduce the volume and we1ght for transport. 
Great care is taken when trimming the stem soas not to expose 
the palm heart to bacteria, rain or bruising during transport. 

3. Transport. Between the time the acai stem is cut until it 
arrives at the processing factory, it must be handled with care 
avoiding shocks, bruises, and well aired and dry. 

4. Reception. Thi~ is where palm heart processing begins. Here 
the palm hearts are sorted by size, those of 2.5 cm or more for 
export quality and the rest which are limited to domestic 
markets. 

5. Preliminary Pealing. At this stage the 3 or 4 outer layers are 
removed, leaving only one layer-to protect the tender palm heart. 

6. Final Pealing. At this stage the final fibrous layer is 
removed from the most choice parts of the palm heart avoiding 
cuts and bruises which would reduce the value of the final 
product. 

7. Cutting. At this point, the tree core is removed from the butt 
of the palm heart, and· the lengths are cut to the size that is 
appropriate for the specific container/market for which the palm 
heart is destined. The tenderness of the palm heart, if not 
already determined, is classified at the time the core is'cut. 
The knives for cutting must be kept very sharp and cutting boards 
used so that the core is not crushed or broken reducing its 
value •. 

8. Immersion in Brine. Immediately-after cutting the palm heart 
into sections, it is put in a brine solution which kills 
bacteria, and prevents any further spoilage by acting as an anti 
oxidant. The solution contains salt and citric acid. The solution 
used at this stage should be the sarne one used to fill the 
can/jar for the final product. 

9. canning. The pieces of·palm heart are placed in the can or jar 
depending on the market. It is important to avoid pushing the 
hearts into the containers and either bruising or breaking them. 
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At this stage it is very important to ensure that the weight of 
the palm heart is sufficient for the market to which it is 
destined (in 1 kg containers the correct weight is 300 g of palm 
heart for domestic quality and 500 g for export quality)~ It is 
also important to verify that the PH of the meets international 
standards (e.g. PH of 4.3). 

10. Filling the Container with Brine. The same formulation of 
salt and citric acid is used added to the final product in the 
container. The quantities of salt, citric acid and water used 
depend upon the initial PH of raw material. 

11. Elimination of Oxygen from the Solution and Container. At 
this stage, the object of processing is to eliminate gases 
trapped in the tissue of the palm heart. This is necessary in 
order to obtain a good vacuum in the container after cooking the 
palm heart. This process can be done when the palm heart artd 
brine are either hot or cold. Cans are cooled after mechanical 
vacuums have been created. ' 

There is some risk of interna! corrosion on cans. For that 
reason, all oxygen must be removed. Corrosion can also be caused 
by the saline solution and citric acid in the tank were 
processing occurs. To reduce the possibility of corrosion within 
the can (not necessary for bottles), the following steps should 
be taken: 

--don't over fill the cans bef~re they are sealed; 
--don't fill the containers with brine when trying to removed the 

oxygen and other gase~ as this could cause spills; 
--brine that cools off' should be heated or mixed with hot brine 

before adding to containers that are to be sealed: and 
--change the water in the tank frequently. 

12. Sealing. Seal the lid on the can or jar as soon as possible 
after cooking,the palm heart to avoid excessive losses'of brine. 

13. Cooking. The cans or bottles should be cooked in apressure 
cooker with steam. The 1 kg cans. should not be processed less 
than 30 minutes; the 1/2 kg can ahou Ld not be processed for less 
than 25 minutes. Excessiva cooking or brine that has too much 
citric acid, however, will make the product pink~ ~he water in 
'the cooking tank should be changed regularly in order to avoid an 
accumulation of salt and citric acid which could cause the 
outside of the canto corrode. 

14. Cooling. Cooling of the product needs to take place 
immediately after cooking. Care has .to be taken in arder not to 
have a thermal shock which would alter the colar of the palm 
heart, make the product soft, increase the chance of micro 
organisms, or cause corrosion on the can. Cans are different. ~he 
cans should maintain the temperature initially, but the water 
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bath for cooking should be removed so tpat the heat of the cans 
dry them, mainly the lids, to avoid rust. The cans· are then taken 
from the cooking tank and located in running cold water. The 
final temperature should be 38 to 40 degrees centigrade before 
taking them out of the bath. 

Jars must be cooled slowly or else they will break. Cooling the 
jars has to take place gradually, but sufficiently quick soas to 
impede the P+Oliferation of micro-o~ganisms. It is possible to 
cool the glass jars in the same tank in which they were cooked. 
cool water can gradually be added to the tank so longas it has 
been treated with clorox (2 mg/liter) in order to avoid 
_contamination. 

15. Boxing and Storager Only cool, dry cans or bottles should be 
packed in boxes. Before the product can be shipped it needs to 
sit for 15 days to determine if it is sealed or if there are 
other problems •. It is preferable to ·put the canned product in 
boxes only after the 5 day observation period because it 
increases labor costs to unpack and repack boxes if problems are 
discovered. 

ouring the processing of palm heart, there are a few points that 
merit special attentian in arder to.ensure quality central of 
palm heart production: 

--select proper 'size trees to harvest from the outset; 
--carefully cut, trim, transport and pracess the trees to avoid 

bruising, scrapping, mashing or discoloring the· raw material; 
--maintain the proper acid balance of the product rather than 

letting it get too acid and change the calor af the palm heart; 
--control of the weight of the final product (both the palm.heart 

and the brine used to cover it); · 
--maintain the proper brine solution used for filling the 

containers; 
--regulate the portion of palm heart, brine and open space in the 

containeri 
--maintain the PH at 4.3, the international standard; 
--insure a consistent length af product; 
--uniformity of product; and 
--cooking temperatures. 
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VII. A Comparison of the Fixed and Floating Proposed Processing 
Faci1ities · 

' This plan compares the costs Óf establishing and operating a 
fixed palm heart processing plant versus a floating processing 
plant built on a barge. The location has-yet to be determined for 
either processing plant, but it will be someplace in southern 
Amapa state (see map) to serve local extractivist populations. 
This plan compares the two types of processing plants to 
determine which pffers the best financial return on investment, 
generates more income for local residents, conserves the 
ecoiogical base and the economic resource base of local 
residents, and serves bestas a replicable model for other.palm 
heart producing areas. · 

Location of the Processing Plants 

The floating processing plant on a barge could be tied up 
anywhere along the lower Cajari or Maraca Rivers in the south of 
the state of Amapa {see map). Both rivers are perfectly navigable 
in their lower sections. The Cajari is navigable for about 45 km 
and is .some 900 meters wide for most of the length of the lower 
ri ver. 

The fixed location factory could be put anywhere that has even 
minimal access for boats of sufficient size to off load product 
in quantities that makes shipping to Macapa {Amapa's capital) or 
Belem (the largest regional port) feasible financially. The 
precise location of the fixed factory or the general plan for 
moving the mobile processing plant will be made after the type of 
processing plant, resource management system, and business 
structure have been agreed upon. At that time, a detailed list 
can be compiled of the possible sites meeting the requirements of 
the proposed business. The next phase of the p~anning process 
will be to evaluate the sites individually to make the final 
selection. 

Important variables to take into account for final site selection 
would include: 

--sufficient size and density of locàl stands of acai for long 
term management (this is very important for the fixed site, 
less so for the mobile one); · 

--a sufficient number·of extractivists to manage the natural 
stands, harvest the stems, and transport them to the plant; _and 

--enough laborers willing to provide the year round work force in 
the processing plant •. 

Other variables to be considered in the choice of the processing 
plant's placement could include selection of an area: 

--where residents have few other economia alternatives; 
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--that has not already been significantly degraded by-the harvest 
of palm hearts; 

--where access to acai stands is relatively easy to contra~; and 
--where residents get along with each other, are somewhat 

organized, and are interested in undertaking joint economic 
activities. 

comparison of the Costs, Revenues, and otber Advantages 
Associate4 with Fixed versus Floating-Processing Plants 

The proposal that follows compares floating and fixed processing 
plants with the capacity to produce 12.5 MT of processed, canned 
palm heart/month. In Brazil., this is generally considered a small 
processing plant. However, the size of the plant can easily be 
changed if the situation warrants it. This size (e.g. 12.5 
MT/month) is precisely the amount that can be transported by a 
,medium sized·truck which will happen in the port area. 

As with all palm heart prõcessing plants in Brazil, this plant 
will h9ve to register its rnanagement plant with IBAMA. It will 
also have to have its installation approved and show that its 
principal objective will be to improve the standar~ of living of 
local inhabitants in the lower Maraca or cajari Rivers, areas 
where extractivists live in extractive reserves. 

It is possible that all the production from the processing plant 
will be exported and, dueto the sustainable management· schemes, 
solda~ a premium. However, from the beginning, the factory will 
have to be operated in such a ·way that all the product could be 
produced sustainably and still sold on the domestic market ata 
profit. Whether the business is ultimately capable of increasing 
the value (and profit margin) of the product, local extractivists 
should still benefit from a steady market for their harvest 
regardless of its ultimate destination. 

The business outlined in this plant assumes a monthly production 
of 12.5 MT of processed palm heart. Most of the requirements for 
such a processing plant are the same regardless of whether it is 
built ata fixed location or constructed atop· a barge and 
moveable. Small processing plants generally require a covered 
space of about 250 to 300 square m~ters. The barge is 10 x 28 m 
and could easily handle such a plant. The fixed plant, of course, 
cquld be built to whatever size is optimal for its operation. , 
This proposal assumes that much of,the processed palm heart will 
be destined for export markets, so the product will be canned in 
1/2 kg containers. Palm heart is a delicacy in export markets and 
most foreign consumers usually want less than 1 kg to use ata 
time. 

Because the areas· of Amapa where the processing factory could be 
located have not been over harvested, it only takes 3 stems to 
produce 1 kg of palm heart. For planning purposes, however, we 
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w~ll use a figure of 3.5 stems/kg for a conservative estimate. To 
produce 12.5 MT of processed palm heart/month, then, woúld 
require about 21,875 acai stems/month, or, rounding upward, 
265,000/year. 

Assuming 600 acQi clumps/ha and 600 harvestable stems/ha/year, 
the factory will require a managed area of 450 ha or a,revolving 
area of between 35 and 40 ha/month for the floating factory. If 
the management scheme suggested by Pollak, Mattos and··Uhl is more 
or. less correct, then after six years the 450 ha area could · 
support a fixed small proce~sing plants for year round operation. 
During the first 6 years, before the system is fully functional, 
however, the fixed factory would have to buy stems from 
neighboring areas as well. 

The fixed costs of such an operation, including a comparison 
between a fixed processing plant anda mobile one are calculated 
in the following table. 

Table 9 

COMPARISON OF FLOATING OR FIXED PALM HEART PROCESSING PLAN'l'S 

Pixed Investment costs 

Fixed Plant Floating Plant 

$622 
$820 
$150 
$78 

$153 
$108 

$7,150 
$4,018 

$15,990 
$88 
$64 

$145 
$120 
$15 

$5,828 

68,272 
14,078 
20,065 

'622 
820 
150 

7•8 
153 
108 

7,150 
4,018 

15,990 
88 
64 

145 
120 
15 

5,.828 

Barge 
Factory (280m sq) 
130 HP Motor 
4 Work Tables 
6 Chairs 

' 1 Typewriters 
l Typing table 
Chest (80x39X39cm) 
l Calculator 
Generator(lO KVA) 
2 canning Machine (1 KVA) 
Pressure Cooker (150 kg) 
2 Tanks (SOOL) 
8 Aluminum/Iron Boxes 
12 steel Knives 
2,000 pair of gloves 
Plastic barrel(200L) 
Other 

$14,078 

Total $49,427 $137,764 

The fixed investment costs listed above represent the US$ values 
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of the cost of the listed items in January 1994. These prices 
would certainly change.for CR$. They might vary somewhat over 
time for US$, but it is doubtful that the US$ value will change 
considerably. If this plan is not implemented for a year or more, 
then the numbers should be revisited and adjusted accordingly. 

The main financial differences between the initial investments 
required for the floating and the fixed systems are the 
following: boat, motor, depreciation of same, and salaries and 
benefits of permanent employees. The fixed investment costs of 
the floating processing plant are nearly 2.8 times those of the~ 
fixed plant. 

Either processing system would require a small·office from which 
the activities of the (actory would be monitored as well as from 
which information could be prepared for the distribution office 
in Belem. 

Annual Operating Costs of Palm Heart Processing 

The costs of running the processing plant are detailed in the 
following table. They are based on each factory operating at 
100% capacity. Variations in the first year are presented in 
section X. Financial Projections. 

Table 10 

Annual Costs/Expenses of Palm Heart Processing 

Costs of Production 
Salaries & Benefits 
Manager 240 3,120 240 3,120 
Sealer . 80 1,040 80 1,040 
Steamer ao 1,040 80 1.,040 
Cook 80 1,040 80 1,040 
3 to cut to size 240 3, 1,20 240 3,120* . 
3 to put in Cans 240 3,120 240 3,120* 
2 to trim palmito 160 2,080 160 2,080* 
Boat Captain - - 200 2,400* 
2 boat assistants - - 80 960* 
Subtotal 1,120 13,440 1,40(? 16,800 
Benefits (@ 80%) 896 10,752 416 4,992 
TOTAL 2,016 24 ,-r92 1,816 21,792 

Palm Hearts(@ $.05/stem) 1,104 13,250 1,104 13,250 

Other Materials 
Diesel 60 720 8·93 10,720 
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Citric Acid (@ 5%) 194 2,332 194 2,332 
Refined Salt (@ 2%) 12 146 12 146 
TOTAL ' 267 3,198 1,100 13,198 

canning Material 
303,000 cans (500 g) 8,585 103,020 8,585 - 103,020 
12,488 boxes (24 cans/) 420 5,045 420 5,045 
Glue 10 116 10 116 
TOTAL 9,015 108,180 9, 01'5 108,180 

Depreciation 
Boat 275 3,294 
Motor 134 1,605 
Processing Equip 238 2,860 238 2,860 
TOTAL 238 2,860 647 7,759 

Maintenance 
Ba~ge (1% of cost) - 57 683 
Boat Motor (2% of cost) 33 401 
Machines (2% of cost) 46 548 46 548 
Installations (1%) 13 161 13 161 
TOTAL -59 709 149 1,793 

Conservation/Hygiene 19 228 19 228 

Grand Total 12,718 152,617 13,850 166,200 

* Staff who are ineligible -for benefits. 

The fixed processing plant would have a larger permanent work 
force which would.be eligible for benefits under Brazilian law. 
Permanent employees receive benefits which cost an a~ditional 80% 
of their base salary. The only way to avoid this is to create a 
workers' association that owns ·a11 or part of the processi~g 
plant. Then the workers can be paid by the day, month or amount 
of work they produce. 

The floating_factory, on the other hand, wou.ld change locations 
and employ workers as needed in each new location. Even the boat 
captain and the two assistants could be contracted to move the 
barge every month or soas needed rather than retained as 
permanent employees. In this séenario, only the manager, steamer, 
sealer and cook would be permanent employees, and consequently, 
eligible for benefits. 

Working capital Requirements for Fixed vs Floating Processing 
Plants 

The working capital costs for the two types of plants are more or 
less the same , one of tbe largest costs would be for. raw 
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materials and/or materials used in the processing and canning of 
palro hearts. Such items would include palm stems, citric· acid, 
salt, 500 g cans, boxes and glue. The other working capital costs 
are salaries and benefits and maintenance. The amount of working 
capital required, then, equals the length,of time all materials 
are he~d prior to processing and the length of time the finished 
inventory is held before it is sold. 

In this plan the two periods of time are combined in arder to 
make only one calculation. In this plan, it is assumed that items 
listed as "canning materials" (cans, boxes and glue) as well as 
"other materials" (diesel, citric acid and refined salt) will be 
held, on average 15 days prior to processing. It is further 
assumed that processed inventory (finished product) will be held 
an average of 30 days at the processing plant. It is assumed that 
finished product will be held 45 days ~n Belem (including the 
time in transport from Amapa) before it is sold FOB. Payment is 
required for the release of the product, so it is immediate. For 
the purposes of this plan ,· the carrying costs of inventory are 
all born by the processing factory until the product is sold. 
They could be divided between factory and distribution, but the 
net working capital needs would still be the same. 

In short, canning materials and other materials have working 
capital needs of 90 days (15 + 30 + 45). All other working 
capital costs are equated to the number of days the finished 
product is held in inventory. Because palm heart cannot be held 
for more then 48 hours from when it is picked until it is 
harvested, it is assumed in this planto be processed 
immediately. Likewise labor associated with processing palm 
hearts is applied to the raw materials the same day the finished 
product is completed, so the number of inventory days is a 
reasonable way to determine working capital needs for these ite~s 

_as well. The equation for determining working capital needs is 
the following: 

Total Cost of Material/Yr x # of days held 
Working Capital Needs = ---------------------------------------- 

Days the Plant is Working/Year 

For example, the plant will pay $0.05/stem to extractors (a 
significant increase over the current rate in the area of $.027). 
The factory needs roughly 265,000 stems per year and the life of 
each stem is 2 days. However, the stems are held in inventory for 
a total of 75 days between purchase of raw material and sale of 
finished product. For all the calculations, the factory is 
assumed to operate 288 days per year (5.5 days per week). 

The processing factory, whether fixed or floating should have a 
cash reserve on hand and in banks to insure its ability to do 
day-to-day business. In this case, the cash reserve is calculated 
at 5% of the working capital needs to cover unforseen costs, such 
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as hiring temporary people for certain jobs, travel, unexpected 
freight, etc. 

In the .palm heart business, sales are made on site. People are 
paid for the canned goods when they change hands. This business 
is slightly different. The processing factory holds goods on its 
books until they are delivered to Belem, when the product is 
picked up on the books of the distribution arm of the business. 
While this.plan recommends that processing and distribution 
functions are part of the same business, each has to ·show how 
long it holds inventory. With this system, the processing plant 
holds the product an average of 45 days but then "sells" it to 
the distribution branch of the same company. Consequently, so 
long as the distribution aspe·ct of the business · is adequately 
financed and is able to sell finished product on a timely basis, 
the processing factory will have no problem with accounts 
receivable. · 

'l'able 11 

working Capital Requirements 

Fixed Factory Floating Factory 

· Salaries & Benefits 
Palm Stems 
Other Materials 
Canhing Material 
Maintenance 
Conservation & Hygiene 
Subtotal 
Cash Reserves (5% of subtotal) 

6,300 
3,451 

999 
33,806 

185 
59 

44,800 
2,240 

5,675 
3,451 
4,124 

33 ,.806 
467 
59 

47,582 
2,~79 

'l'otal $47,040 $49,961 

It is doubtful that the processing plant will reach 100% of its 
production capacity in the first month. our calculations are 
based on achieving only 50% during the first month, 70% during 
month 2, 85% during month 3, and 95% during month 4. 
Consequently, production during the first year would be about 
91.67% of planned capacity. Both income and expenses are adjusted 
accordingly in financial projections. · 

This plan assumes that the maj"or bottlenecks with production 
result from a lack of familiarity.with the equipment and with 
scheduling prompt, reliable supplies of each of the different raw 

· material used in the processihg o~ palm heart. Since the only 
people responsible for running the eguipment or scheduling 
deliveries of supplies are permanent staff in either system, the ' 
plan ass~mes that the production levels of the barge will be the 
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same·as that of the fixed factor.y. If, instead, .its production 
levels take. some time to start up in each location, its 
production levels will have to be lowered accordingly. This 
possibility is explored in the slow case financial projection 
scenario. 

conclusion 

In conclusion,·then, the for the fixed processing.plant, a total 
of $4.9,427 is required as a capital investment with an additional 
$47,040 required for·working capital. . · 

By contrast, the fl_oating processing plant would require $137 ,·764 
·as capital investment with and additional $49,961 for working 
capital. 
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VXIX~ Distribution, Marketing and Sales Plans 

The primary goal of this arm of the business--distribution, 
marketing and sales--is to sell all of the palm heart produced at 
the processing plant. This goal will be pursued both through 
domestic and export sales. The best way to achieve this goal is 
through the processing side of the business, however. The 
finished product must be competitively priced and must have 
comparable or better quality than competing products. 

Price and qQality aside, the marketing strategy of the business 
will differentiate the product from its processing plant vis-a 
vis all other palm hearts on the market. This will be dane in 
three ways. First, information will be included in all sales 
materials as well as on the product packaging itself whiéh tells 
distributors, retailers and consumers alike why this product is 
different and how it protects an important ecosystem as well as 
how it generates income for extractors who might otherwise turn 
to more destructive forms of resource utilization to make a 
living if the processing plant did not exist. 

'Second, every effort will be made to get our palm heart story 
into the press. While this might start with food periodicals and 
food sections of newspapers, it will also include trade journals, 
business newspapers and periodicals and even the science sections 
of newspapers such as The New York Times. Jason Clay, who has 
generated more than 1,000 articles on rainforest products and 
ca~se related marketing, has agreed to generate media attention 
for the product. Likewise, the World Wildlife Fund will highlight 
the project and its product in special press releases as well as 
its more general press packages. 

Press coverage, rather than advertising, will be used to 
stimulate interest in and sales of the palm hearts. The palm 
heart story is interesting and will be easily sold to the press. 
However, if the processing plant were located on a barge, it 
would have even greater press appeal. 

The final aspect of the marketing strategy will be to draw into 
question the other palm hearts that are currently being sold. 
Retailers and consumers can be taught that palm hearts that are 2' 
cm or less in diameter are not sustainably harvested and, 
therefore, any 1 kg can with 15 ar more stems is not sustainably 
harvested. This strategy will have to be undertaken delicately, 
however. Information on sustainability will have to be a basic 
part of·the product information rather than a direct attack on 
any other palro heart producers. Pointing the problem out to the 
Brazilian regulatory agencies may be enough to solve the problem. 
However, in all likelihood, international environmental 
organizations will need to be recruited to mount publicity 
campaigns to educate consumers about the problem and to force the 
Brazilian goverriment to take action. The palm heart company does 
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not need to be involved directly in those campaigns. 

It is possible that from the beginning, or at least after the 
first year, the production from the proposed palm heart 
processing plant will all be sold abroad, and that it can be sold 
at above market price dueto various environmental premiums and 
profit sharing agreements negotiated with the international 
brokers, distributors, or retail chains. Product from the 
processing plant should have great appeal for an international 
"green" market. High quality products combined with sustainable 
management extraction systems and improved standard of living for 
forest residents will appeal to a broad range of consumers.in 
North America and Europe. The larger, high quality palm hearts 
which come out of well managed systems will also have 
considerable appeal in Japan. 

Our marketing program.will have resource management .as its 
cornerstone. Processing the product within the areais a way to 
add and capture more of the value of the product locally (both at 
the point of harvest, transport and processtng). It is also an 
appealing angle for environmentally conscious consumers. 

Traditionally most profits from palm heart processing are 
captured the further one gets from the forest. our processing 
facility will have warehouse space in Belem to facilitate sale 
either in the south of Brazil or abroad. Through this vertically 
integrated approach from producer through processar and 
distributor to retailer and consumer, there is a real possibility 
of capturing some value from each link in the entire palm heart 
marketing chain which can be returned to extractors for this and 
other conservation and income generation projects. 

Distribution Operations in Balem 

While Amapa is the site of acai palm management and palm heart 
processing, Belem is the hub of the marketing and distribution 
aspects of this program. Communications with the processing plant 
or with domestic or international buyers will all be handled out 
of Belem. The costs of the distribution operation in Belem are 
the same,. regardless of whether the processing is undertaken in a 
fixed ora floating location. 

The Belem-based operationp of the business will require three 
full time employs, including an overall administrator, a 
marketing director anda secretary. Office space, furnishings, 
communications equipment and other office supplies will also need 
to be purchased. The Belem-based operations will also require the 
use of a warehouse to accommodate processed palm heart coming 
from the processing plantas well as raw material supplies before 
they are shipped to the processing plant. 
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In addition, the Belem-based center of operations will also be 
responsible for all the costs as well as the logistics involved 
in receiving the product from the factory in Amapa as well as 
selling it on to others. As such, the office will have costs 
associated with loading and unloading the product arriving from 
Amapa as well as all product that has been sold and is being 
shipped from Belem by truck and/or boat. 

In short, the Belem operations are responsible for seeing that 
the product is free and clear to sell (e.g. FOB) an~ that all 
government regulations have been complied with and all fees have 
been paid. The costs of setting up the office in Belem are 
outlined in Table 11. These costs would be the sarne regardless of 
whether the processed palm hearts were produced ín a fixed plant 
or on a floating one. 

Table 12 

capital Investments for Distribution Office in Belem 

One-Time Fixed Investments 
3 Desks & Chairs 
1 Typewriter & Typing Table 
l typing chair 
Calculator 
Computer 
Printer 
Fax 
D~sign Consultant 
Total 

600. 
228 
135 
108 

3,000 
400 
500 
500' 

$5,471 

,on-Going Operating Expensas of Belem Office 

Monthly Yearly 
Administrative Expenses 
Salaries 
Factory Administrator 
Marketing .nir./Belem 
Secretary/Belem 
Sub-total 
Benefits (@ 80%) 
TOTAL 

240 
500 
300 

1,040 
832 

1,872 

3,120 
6,000 
3,600 

12,720 
10,160 
22,880 

Office Expenses 
Office Rental 
Telephone Rental 
Equipment Depreciation (20yr) 
Maintenance of Equipment 
Communication (telephone, postage) 
Supplies 
TOTAL 

150 
60 
26 
83 

317 
58 

694 

1,800 
720 
314 

1,000 
3,800 

700 
8,334 
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Mark~ting Expenses 
Product Transport-Amapa-Belem ($12/MT) 
Personnel Transport-Amapa-Belem 
Warehouse Rental 
Unload to Warehouse Belem 
Transport to Docks 
Shipping Expenses 
Ovacao 
Stevedores 
Customs 
Facilitator 

Other (10% of Marketing Expenses) 
TOTAL 

150 
12 
50 
60 
60 

1,800 
150 
600 
720 
720 

200 
120 
240 
130 

9 

2,400 
1,440 
2,880 
1,560 

108 
12,872 1,531 

Taxes and Fees 
ICMS {12% of sales) 
IPTU (tax on offices) 
COFINS (2% of sales) 
PIS (.65% of sales) 
FUNRURAL (2.5% Raw Mat) 
Income Tax 
TOTAL 

5,010 
18 

835 
271 
25 

60,120 
221 

10,020 / 
3,257 

300 

6,160 73,918 

Grand Total $10,257 $118,004 

The working capital needs of the Belem office are less than those 
of the processing plant. First, the cost of carrying finished 
product inventory is included in the working capital needs of the 
processing_part of the business not the distribution part. The 
working capital· needs of the distribution operations are based on 
60 days. Sixty days allows the office to arrange for shipment of 
materials to the processing plant and finished product from it. 
Taxes and fees are based on a 30 day average turn around~ Some of 
the smaller taxes and fees will be due prior to shipment from 
Amapa, others will only be due j~st prior to export. A thirty day 
average for taxes seems to encompass, best, the various times 
when the taxes and fees are due. · 
. ' 

Table 13 

Working capital Needs of Distribution Office in Balem 

Salaries and Benefits 
Office Expensas 
Marketing Expensas 
Taxes and Fees 

4,767 
1,736 
2,682 
7,700 

· -;rotal $16,885 
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The Belem office will be the center of business activity. The 
office set up includes not only personnel and office equipment 
and supplies, but all communications equipment as wetl--the 
telephone, computer, printer, and fax. Reliable telephone 
communication is limited at best in the area, particularly where 
either the fixed or movable factory might be located. It might be 
advisable to have 2-way radias for communication between the 
factory and Belem but they are not built into the budget at this 
time. 

In addition to buying and selling palm-heart, the administration 
in Belem will be responsible for determining the most secure way 
to maintain cash in the business. With more than 1% inflation per 
day it is not always easy to maintain levels of earnings or 
reserves much less increase them. Part of this is a problem of 
money management. Part, how~ver, is also a problem of knowing 
when and how much inventory to hold, either of raw material or 
processed goods. 

Fortunately, the palm heart business is dane on a cash basis so 
there will not be problems of unpaid accounts. All exports must 
be paid. for before the government will allow them to leave the 
country •. For domestic sales, wired cash transfers are required 
before product is released. The palm heart business will adopt 
this practice as well. 

Sales 

Income from the sale nf 25,000 cans (500 g each) of palm hearts 
at the current market price of $1.67/can would generate 
$41,750/month. Annual income would be about OS$ 500,000. 

The Belem office will handle the logistícs of all sales. 
Initially, most sales will be within Brãzil. The marketing 
director will be hired because of his/her proven history of 
sales. ~ince, to date, there are no green sales in Brazil it is 
very doubtful that the marketing director will have a knowledge 
of how to market greeh products much less if people in Brazil 
will be interested in buying them. still, the bottom line is that 
the palm hearts must be sold, initially at least, the market is 
of less importance. 

The·business must make its own contacts with international 
markets. With the quantity of production available from one 
processing plant, however, the business will be unable to afford 
the cost of an experienced international marketer. Instead, the 
business will utilize relationships with other international 
organizations (both for profit and non-profit) that have 
experience marketing "green" products in North America, Europe 
and Japan~ Some of the organizations will buy palm heart to 
resell. The company will attempt to work with such co~panies to 

; 
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organi~e a system of environmental premiums or profit sharing 
programs that will generate additional revenue for the palm heart 
processing company and extractors. such programs, however, will 
not be required. 

Some of the international organizations will want to help the 
business sel·l its product, but not actually buy and sell the 
product themselves. The business will negotiate with each 
organization an acceptable fee for the services it renders. 
Commissions of suéh sales would normally be in the range of 3% 
for identifying and closing the deal. Whatever the fees are, they 
will be_added to the price paid by the purchaser 6r paid 
separately by the purchaser to the broker organization. This 
sales method allows the business·to.make initial contact with a 
number of distributors and retailers that it ~ill.be able ~o 
maintain on its own thereafter. 

Special Labelling 

The business wi~l hire a graphic designer to create the label for 
the can and graphics to be used on the business' letterhead and 
marketing materials. Each of these materials wi11 be designed in 
such a way as to diffentiate the produc.t from other palm hearts 
on the market and to educate retailers and consumers about the 
value to the ecosystem and local communities of buying 
sustainably harvested palm hearts. 

Licensing and Green Fees 

Based on the sales of other "green" products in North America and 
Europe, it should be possible to generate at least 5%-above 
market prices on the export sales of the factory. Because the 5% 
is-calculated on a landed price in, for example, New York or 
Rotterdam, the actual return to the business would be' from 6-7% 
of the FOB price in Brazil. It is possible that some of the 
companies ~ho sell the product will even want to enter into 
profit sharing agreements with the business. 

However, nane of the possible additions to the business' income 
from green fees, licensing agreements ar environmental premiums 
will be used to calculate the overall profita~ility of the 
business. 

Conclusion 

The capital investment needs of the distribution operations of 
the business are $5,471. The working capital needs of the 
operation are $16,885. 
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xx. Growth Plans .and Management 

For the purposes of this business plan, the first year 'of 
operations will be at 90% capacity, year two will operate at 
100%. While it is likely that the processing plant will be more 
efficient in subsequent years, no growth will be projected for 
the processing unit. It is also likely that key staff will also 
change .. Maintaining 100% will be the goal of the operation. 

In this scenario, there will be no expansion of the basic 
operation, no need for additional personnel, and no new office 
spa~e, equipment or wazehcuse requirements. 

' In the rtext five years, other local extractor groups and/or 
processing plants will probably begin to produce palm heart 
sustainably, particularly if this business is a success. -If that 
happens, it might make sense to market all the production under a 
single label, or at least through the sarne distributor. This 
would mean that the marketing costs could be split over a larger 
volume of product. Even se, none of the possible marketing 
b~nefits are included in this plan. ' 

In short, there will be now planned growth for the business at 
the outset. If the business goesas planned, then in 2 or 3 years 
it would be possible to revisit the overall plan and expand the 
scope of .the operation at that time if it seems warranted. 

' 
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x. ·Funding and Financing 

.Debt Requirements 

Debt sources 

Grants and Cont~ibutions Requirements . 
Grants and Contributions sources 

Alternate Slow Growth strategy 

. ' 

. ' 
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x. Funding and Financing. 

Debt Requirements 

Table 14 

Comparison of Total costs for 
Fixed and Floating Paim Heart Businesses 

Resource Management System 
Capital Investment 
[Donated Labor Years .2-6 
[Donated Labor Years 7-20 

Processing system 
Capital Investment 
Working Capital 

Distribution and Marketing 
Capital Investment 
Working Capital 

Total Capital Investment 
Total working capital 

14,625 
22,500] 
3~,500] 

49 ,:'427 
47,040 

137,764 
49,961 

5,471 
16,885 

· 5,471 
·16, 885 

69,523 
63, 92·5 

143,235 
66,846 

Estimated Yearly Income 
Yearly Operating Expenses 

Processing· Plant 
Distribution & Marketing' 

Principal & Interest 
Interest on Working Cap. 
Profit 
Income Tax 

Net Income 

Debt sources 

501,000 501,000 

152,617 
118,004 

166,200 
118 ,,004 

Grants and contributions Requirements 

Alternate Slow Growth ~trategy 

Gr~nts and contributions Sources 
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XX. Financial Projections 

Base case 

Slow Ca11:Je 

Evaluation of the Economi·c Vj,.ability of the Fixed and Mobile 
Prooessing Plants 
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XII. RISK 

There are risks at each level of operation that the palm heart 
business faces. The business has been structured to take these 
risks into account. In addition, there are contingency plans to 
address each scenario. The following is a description of the palm 
heart businesses major risks: 

Low Demand: The first and most important risk for the business 
. is that it will be unable to sell its product, regardless of how 
much it produces. Palm heart enjoys tremendous popularity within 
the .domestic Brazilian market. Demand has been increasing 
steadily for more than 40 years. Demand in the us, Europe or 
Japan is only about 5-10 percent that of domestic demand. The 
e~tent to which the business depends on international sales could 
make it vulnerable if demand in that market is slow to develop. 
The strategy that best addresses those concerns is one which 
insures that all product can be sold profitably on the domestic 
market if necessary. This means that to be successful the 
business must keep production costs at acceptable levels. 
However, the market for the 300-400 MT of palm hearts produced at 
the processing facility is a drop in the bucket for the domestic 
market of more than 200,000 MT .or even the Brazilian share of the 
international market (less than S·percent). Any international 
sales would merely increase the profit margin. 

consumer Backlash Against Green Products: Because green 
marketing has received so much publicity and appea~s to be 
lucrative, a number of large and small companies alike are 
jumping on the "green" bandwagon, -leaving consumers confused and 
increasingly suspicious of both corporate motives and claims. 
Press coverage of major companies that falsely claim green 
packaging ar contents have already appeared. They could 
significantly slow the inevitable shift to environmentally and 
socially responsible purchasing. Consumers will not pay for 
claims that they do not believe. Government and private 
certification/labelling programs should reduce the threat of such 
scandals and consequently the threat of consumer backlash. · 
Nevertheless, the palro heart business must distance itself from 
other green products in general and emphasize the difference 
between its palro hearts and other palm hearts. The best way to do 
that is through press expo~e and information on the packaging 
which educates consumers about the long term management systems 
for palro heart, benefits to producers, and project assistance to 
other palro heart harvester and processors from the profits of 
this business. 

Environmental Group Backlash: 

Environmental groups, traditionally suspicious of business, tend 
to be extremely sensitive about companies that "cash in" on the · 
environment and are diligent in inspecting green claims and 
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exposing discrepancies, however slight. organizations that have 
been targeted by such groups (e.g. Loblaws in canada) have 
received bad publicity and an accompanying slowdown in sales. The 
palm heart,business's strategy to combat this. threat is four 
fold. First, the product is harvested through a very strict 
management program which is structured to conform with the 
research findings on sustainable harvesting of Euterpe oleracea 
supported by several individual researchers as well as the world 
Wildlife Fund, Woods Hole Research Center, The Federal University 
of Para, IMAZON and EMBRAPA. Second, the palm heart harvest is 
monitored as it takes place. Third, the long term impact of palro 
heart harvest is monitored periodically. This strategy will 
assuage the concern of environmental groups. Finally, the palm 
heart business will maintain excellent working relationships with 
World Wildlife Fund, Rights & Resources and other environmental, 
groups working on conservation issues in the Amazon. 

Strong Competition from Traditional or New Palm Heart Processors: 

Risks for 'the palm heart business could come from either 
traditional palm heart producers or new ones set up along the 
same lines as this business. Traditional companies could pose 
three different types of risks to the business which, because 
they are so different will be discussed separately. 

First, through their existing contacts with Brazilian and 
international buyers, they could attempt to shut the new company 
out of traditional sales markets. Within the domestic market, 
many of the existing processing and distribution firms are 
vertically integrated to consumers through l'arge Sao Paulo-based 
food distributors. If a new company is non-aligned, some sao 
Paulo companies might want to support only their companies, at 
least first. Fortunately, the Brazilian market is huge and much 
of the p~lm heart is already produced by independent processors. 
A high quality, competitively priçed product is the best entre 
into the Brazilian market. In fact, a competitive1y· priced 
product from an independent processar could be quite attractivé 
to a large distributor who does not want to tie up its money the 
way traditional distribution systems do. 

on the international market, no Brazilian companies have 
experience marketing green products. Furthermore, green products 
are not generally sold through the sarne distribution channels . 
that.palm hearts are. Depending on who is involved in tbe palm 
beart business, you could bave a lot of credibility in much of 
the market. This section needs to address thát specifically. 

Second, existing palm heart processing and distribution companies 
could implement appropriate management schemes to compete with 
the business' environmental and social claims. This is precisely 
the type of impact that the palm heart processing business would 
like to have. It would not necessarily pose a threat to the 
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business. In fact, such a strategy by existing companies would 
certainly cost them money and thus raise·their costs. If anything 
such a strategy would tend to level the playing field for all 
players. Furthermore, the business would not only have a mover•s 
advantage in the market, it would still have better access to 
foreign green markets where such management is more important 
and, consequently, rewarded with higher prices. 

Third, existing palm heart processing and/or distribution 
companies could puta green spin on their products ·without making 
any real, substantive changes in how their own product was 
harvested or processed. The business must guard carefully against 
such moves by its co~petitors. First, ~tis fairly easy to tel1 
if palm heart is harvested sustainably or not simply by examining 
the size of the pieces in the cans. The business proposes to keep 
close track of its competition through careful examination of 
their products. By maintaining close contacts with environmental_ 
and legal groups, it would be possible to have such fraudulent 
claims exposed. It is even possible that companies that are· 
operating in blatant disregard of government regulations could be 
sued by citizen action groups either in Brazil or the us. 

If, on the other hand, new companies are set up along the sarne 
lines as the business, utilizing sustainable management 
strategies and paying harvesters decent wages, then this would 
pose a ri~k of a different nature to the business. The first 
strategy would be to attempt to join forces with them, thereby 
lowering the distribution and marketing costs of both groups. If 
that did not work, the business would still have a movers 
advantage aµd have access to its own "green" markets. 

Inadeguate Grant and Loan Funding: 

If insufficient grants or loans are available, the business will 
have to be scaled down initially. In that case, the business 
would focus ori processing only, not distribution or marketing. 
Even without a formal marketing division, it woul~ be possible to 
sell a.number of containers of product internationally each year 
until enough additional profits had been realized to meet the 
investment needs identified at the outset. Through this "slow 
growth" model the business could be self-financed. 

However, .it should also be not~d that World Wildlife Fund has 
already devoted considerable funds to research intended to 
identify a sustainable palm heart management system as well as 
the development of this business plan. 

Problems with Product Ouality: 

Product quality is a very large risk for the business. If the 
palm heart it produces is not.of high quality, it will be hard to 
sell and-harder stixl to make repeat sales. The business 
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minimizes this possibility by insisting on strict quality 
inspections and testing during harvest, handling and processing, 
particularly of the items already known to adversely affect 
quality that are outlined in the body of this business plan .. 

Difficulties with Supply: 

While the business plan•s ·projections include reasonable 
assumptions for spoilage and loss, there are a few other relevant 
issues. First, there are "~cts of god." Disastrous rains or 
flooding could affect natural stands or the ability of harvesters 
to collect the plants, and, consequently, the ability of-the 
processing plant/s to function. Second, there might be down 
seasons. For example, during the October ~o Oecember period, 
people might be more interested in planting gardens and food 
crops than harvesting palm hearts and during December to February 
people might make more money harvesting Brazil nuts than cutting 
palm hearts. The factory can be somewhat {lexible during these 
periods. One way to operate, would be to buy from different 
harvesters for 1 week ata time per month. This would still leave 
them three weeks to undertake .other subsistence or cash 
activities. In this system, the factory could purchase from a 
different area each week of the month. Another way wauld to do 
this would be to shut down the factory or run on a more limited 
volume. With the exception_of the up-front, fixed investment, 
most of the costs of the processing unit depend on its level of 
operation. If it is not operating it has very few costs. If it is 
operating, then its costs go up accordingly as does its income. 

Poor service Ouality: 

Poor service quality will affect the overall credibility and 
economic viability of the operation. Poor service could result 
from insufficient funding of the activiti~s laid out in thi~ 
business plan. Inadequate fundíng could result in irregular 
supply of product, unhappy producers, and lack of equipment 
needed to process and/or market the product. Any o~e of these 
factors could contribute to bad press which would also affect the 
economic viability of· the business. The best way to address these 
issues is not to begin to operate the business until it is fully 
funded. 

Poor service could also result from not hiring the proper people 
who know the business of running the factory or marketing the 
product. This issue is best addressed by employing people with 
considerable experience in the business and building compensation 
based on performance into t~eir ov~rall salary/benefits package. 

The most difficult risks to assess are the issues/complications 
that have not been identified within this plan. We believe that 
the thoroughness of the plan, however, indicates our ability to 
identify and address problems. This plan is also an indication 
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that we will be able to solve additional problems as they might 
arise. 

Producer G~oup Complaints: 

· If local harvesters or their organization disagree with how the 
business is organized and run, or the prices it pays to 
harvesters or the profits it shares with harvester's 
organizations, the business' reputation with consumers, 
environmental organizations and other producer groups will be 
severely threatened. The business seeks to minimize this threat 
by working very closely with each producer group to ensure that 
no action taken by the business will be either a surprise or 
unacceptable to harvesters or their o~ganizations. specifically, 
the business will: 
--pay harvesters premium prices for raw materials; 
·--share profits with harvesters' organizations; 
--help other groups begin to produce for similar processing 

plants; . 
--employ local residents in all jobs in the processing plant when 
possible; 

--train local people to take over additional positions in the 
processing and marketing activities of the business; and 

--provide technical assistance to local groups on resource 
management, value-added processing, business accounting, and 

., marketing and.sales. · 

Changes in Government Classification/Regulations for company: 

In Brazil, it is·not possible, at this time, for a non.-profit 
entity to buy and sell products as outlined in this plan •. In 
fact, there have been a number of political scandals over the use 
of non-profits by politicians as a way to take money from the 
government. This could pose risks for non-profits across the 
board in that country, even legitimate existing ones, much less 
newly created ones. 

However, 'it would be possible to set t~e business up as a regular 
for-profit business ar an association either of harvesters, 
collectiv~ land owners, and/or processors. The association form 
of organization would also allow the business to pay its members 
by the work accomplished rather than a flat daily or monthly 
wage .. This would allow the business to better predict its 
production costs. If this law changes, the business could still 
be run as a regular business as all the rest of the palm heart 
processing plants in the region. 

If the business is set up with a US, non-profit affiliation, it 
is possible that the IRS would take exception to some of the 
activities proposed in this business plan being undertaken by a 
non-profit organization. If anything, however, recent IRS 
opinions and court rulings indiaate that the IRS is becoming much 
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more; rather than less.lenient in this regard. The critica! 
criteria are whether tne activities support the overall IRS 
approved mandate of the non-profit. In this case, the sustainable 
management system, local income generation focus,·and ~ducational 
material on the packaging all mak~ a very strong case. However, 
if the IRS eventually decides that all these activiti·es are not 
appropriate for a non-profit, the most they could do would be to 
fo'rce the activity to spin off as a 'for profit entity. They 
certainly could not prove an intent.'to defraud,and therefor 
subject the non-profit to fines and back taxes. 
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Tabela 3: EXPORT AÇAO BRASILEIRA DE PALMITO EM CONSERVA AOS PAlSES AFRICANOS ASIATICOS E DA OCEANIA (1986/1990) 

1986 1987 1988 baY 1990 

CONTINENTES QUAN'l VALOR QUANT VALOR QUANT · VALOR QUANT VALOR QUANT VALOR 
(Kg) (US$) (Kg) (US$l (Kg} (US$} (Kg) (US$) . (Kg) (US$) 

AFRICA 11,329 37,142 14,6 l7 63,82~ 11,255 52,908 6,998 · 30,905 3,168 t4,,r4 
Angola 1,456 3,554 2,346 8,145 2,314 I0,891 · 1,680 8,154 - - 
Congo 1,200 1,416 - - - - - - - - 
Gâmbia - - - - - - 422 484 - - 
Líbia - - - - - - 144 1,367 - - 
Nigéria - ' - 739 3,360 - - - - - - 
África do Sul 8,673 32,172 11,532 52,316 8,941 42,017 4,752 20,900 3,168 14,974 

OCEANtj\.· 23,404. 78,292 22,141 78,190 3,861 16,250 8,558 37,330 6,856 26,456 

Austrália 22,204 75,092 19,741 68,990 1,461 6,650 7,958 35,130 5,956 22,931 

Nova Zelândia 1,200 3,200 2,400 9,200 2,400 9,600 600 2,200 900 3,525 

ASIA 51,570 168,106 69,583 279,502 123,189 488,662 68,874 277,514 110,786 405,149 

Chipre 264 900 - - 264 1,250 264 1,212 264 1,199 

Cingapura 3,600 11,200 3,300 11,450 8,426 3'2,977 6,000 21.200 8,916 37,150 

Emirados Árabes 6,000 22,350 3,600 . 13,410 7,200 29,527 5,400 23,395 3,000 13,493 

Hong Kong 13,728 36,245 7,428 26,820 14,4fX) 53,151 9,300 30,892 13,178 49,378 

Iraque 768 2,514 l,189 4,027 - - - - - - 
Israel - - 8,136 34,578 25,968 112,800 - - 63,864 205,788 

Japão 20,754 73,272 44,238 181,359 53.491 206,673 21,312 tot.234 21,564 98,141 

Jordânia 3,000 9,400 - - - - - - - - 
Líbano 3,456 12,225 1,692 7,858 13,440 52,284 26,598 99,581 - - 

TOTAL 86,303 283,540 106,341 ·421,513 138,305 557,820 84,430 345,749 120,810 '"6,579 

- ~ ,.. __ .• ____ _1_ ,.,-~~---- t:" •••.•••. -,.... r-.A. r,cv 
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Tabela 4: EXPORTAÇAO DE PALMITO EM CONSERVA DESTINADA AO CONTINENTE EUROPEU (1986/1990) 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
CONTINENTES QUANT VALOR QUANT VALOR QUANT VALOR QUANT VALOR QUANT VALOR 

(Kg) (US$) (Kg) (US$) (Kg) (US$) (Kg) (USS) (Kg) (US$) 

EUROPA 
Alemanha Ocidental 100,516 294,057 102,816 352,242 - - - - - - Alemanha Rcp. Fed. - - - - .. 89,617 342,900 53,120 192,052 78,138 264,300 . 
Áustria 1,200 3,700. 1,200 4,000 2,100 7,634 1,500 5,000 1,500 5,250 
Bélgica 53,525 160,055 59,531'' 238,197 62,128 251.710 44,088 168,010 58,860 224,180 
Dinamarca 14,508 49,200 13,632 56,225 10,656 45,680 3,823 15,815 4,932 21,600 

' Espanha 216,732 574,129 587,282 2,101,931 653,486 2,436,489 459,995 1,558,803 814,063 2,979,184. 
França 5,217,619 14,515,985 6,021,116 21,790,105 4,947,526 18,878,986 3,612,374 12,695,249 4,170,378 14,691,279 
Grécia - - 1,803 8,550 1,128 ·4.6<X} 1,299 5,050 2,298 10,700 
Itália 203,908 614,905 376,901 1,563,616 230,895 947,302 284,736 1,094;518 318,397 · 1,240,186. 
Noruega - - 1,056 4,800 1,056 5,CXX) - - - .. - 
Portugal 9,954 35;650 4,772 15,242 10,284 3),950 1,656 6,100 7,635 ·. 30,025 
Países Baixos 47,280 129;300 42,336 158,400 56,892 228,(X}O 87,732 301,350 65,316 250,450 
Reino Unido 30,000 81,550 11,016 41,700 28,848 110,350 16,668 55,700 24,096 92,125 
Romênia - - 92 309 - - - - - - Suécia 7,752 ' 30,400 2,784 11,100 2,256 9,2(X} l,320 , 5,250 1,320 6,975 
Suíça. 79,351 183,612 32,942 145,565 60,687 254,(X)3 ~7.998 · 245,402 72,233 242,248 
Gibraltar - - 2,256 8,800 1,128 4,6<XJ - - - - Não Declarados 2,040 6,748 - - - - 4,176 15,900 1,200 4,650 

TOTAL 5,984,385 16,679,291 7,261,535 26,500,782 6,158,687 23,558,404 4,630,485 16,364,199 ·s -- ••• ·-- ~,uo.,, J :,;,: ' , e,..._ •.......• D---~-"~ n~-- ,-., _ _. ___ ..,._ "'---~--·- .---:"-··~-- __ .,..,. .•. ,,_,, 



Tabela S: EXPORTAÇAO BRASILEIRA DE PALMITO EM CONSERVA DESTINADO AO CONTINENTE AMERICANO {1986/1990) 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

CONTINENTES QUANT VALOR QUANT VALOR QUANT VALOR QUANT VALOR QUANT VALOR 

(Kg) (US$) (Kg) (US$) (Kg) CUS$) (Kg) (US$) (Kg)_ (US$) 
- 

AMERICAS. 
Argentina 649,938 1,697,842 331,568 101,239 39,849 149,583 24,942 84,583 28,020 101,42'7 

Bolívia 228 406 177 640 47 139 240 2,054 - - 
Chile· 97,998 279,588 97,620 295,751 70,113 277,595 35,112 123,104 37,506 139,839 

Cuba - 168 542 - - - - - - 
Canadá 140,904 465,)36 :!04,744 863,200 104,610 438,825 199,461 765,453 148,533 621,809 

Equador - - - - 103 458 - - - - 
Estados Unidos 1,227,861 3,751,130 1,493,759 5,900,453 \,164,784 4,716,186 898,214 3,394,441. 1,185,289 4,512,131 

Guiana Francesa - - 1,692 6,900 - - - - - - 
México 35,458 83,646 2,256 8,800 24,984 104,919 84,450 333,280 200,943 786,656 

Panamá - - - - - - 169 649 - - 
Porto Rico - - 4,224 18,400 - - - - - - 

· Paraguai 172,704 453,600 - - 26,250 92,901 - - - - 
Uruguai 6!,939 152,959 110,974 382,333 44,712 178,443 24,981 88,205 59,496 198,6<X) 

Venezuela - - - - 383 1,747 - - - - 

TOTAL 2,387,030 Cí,884,307 2,247,182 7,578,258 1,475,835 5,960,796 1,267,569 ·4,791,769 1,659,787 6,360,462 
~ ,..._..........__~- ~- r --..C-•- e_.. ___ .. rArCV 
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Tabela 7: EXPORTAÇÃO DE PALMITO PELAS UNtnADES DA FEDERAÇÃO PRODUTORAS PARA OS PAfSES lMPORT A,IX)RES \.JANEIRO A AGOSTO DR 1993) 
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Tabela 8: EXPORT A.ÇÃO ()E PALMITO PELAS UNIDADES DA FEDERAÇÃO PRODUTORAS PARA OS PAÍSES IMPORT AIX)RES (ANO DE 19921 

~F. 
S.l'IIWO l'V& K.J•nolro r....,. tiOOU .un.opl !1111. G&unn• ·~~ ••• ,rAI, 

Kc uss Kc uss Kc '"" Kc .... "' uss Kc •••• Kc uss KI ...., Kc ••• 
p - ~· V- ~ Q,IMI v ••••. noeo Q-1•1 Volot ~ Q,oat v •••• ·- Q,l•I v ••••. •••• QUml V •••• Pr<to Q9ml V dar ••• ri.. 1 V.._ ..._ Q,IMI Volor ..._ 
ÃFRICÁ. o o o 4,JM 20,100 4,,0 816 J,6111 7.13 o o o o o o o o o o o D D o o .•. , .. 24,311 ll14 

Áírlcado Sul o o o 4.224 20.700 4.90 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 4.214 20,700 4.90 

Angol1 o o o o o o 516 3.681 7.13 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 516 3.681 713 

AJ\IEIUCAS 4,8!0 16,!63 3.42 3,701,859 13,Ml,OII 3.74 o o o '7,371 145,4!13 3.07 119,437 174,18!1 3.03 4:Z,7!16 180,7!0 Ul 131,314 544,"8 u, 222 1,043 4.70 3,"',542 14,789,719 J.70 

A:rf.élllina o o o 1.~S.133 1,1<,\,S6\ 3.11 a o o 41,3'1& 14.S,49'3 3.01 111.631 S31.86!'1 311 o o o 131,928 615,237 4.67 o o o 2,305.143 11.4-14.914 3.66 

B0IM1 l.2SO 2,163 1.73 o o o o o o o o o 948 l.303 3.,18 o o o o o o o o o 2.198 S.466 249 

C"l111di o o o 151.437 621.309 410 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 222 1,0.U 4.70 ISI.MS> 621,352 410 

Chilt o o o 115>,9211 442.813 3.69 o o o o o o o o o o o o 90 S80 6.-U o o o 119.928 442.813 369 

Esloldos Unidos o o o 1,069.574 3,901,390 365 o o o o o o o o o 32,90,I l-l0,000 41S o o o o o o 1.102,478 4,041.390 367 

Guadalupe: o o o roo 1.2SO 208 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o roo l,2!i0 2.08 

CluianaFrancesa o o o 1.692 S,700 337 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 1.692 5,700 337 

Mbito o o o 12$.601 570,883 4SS D o o o D o o o o o o o o o o o o o 125,601 570.883 455 

Pllllgll.li o . o o o o o o o o o o o 12,701 23,563 1.86 o o o 2,406 12,663 5.16 o o o 11.,01 23.563 186 

l'l,N o o o 1.500 6,100 4.07 o {) o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 1,500 6.100 407 

Urugll.li 3.600 14.400 4.00 146,394 S30,07S 3.62 o o o o o o 3.156 10.063 3.19 9.892 40,7S0 412 960 6.SOO 6.77 o o o 163.0ll S9S.288 36S 

ÁSIA 10,140 64,456 6.36 167,713 704,004 4.20 o o o 30,210 84,~ UI o o o 17,%80 73,2!0 <f.24 12,3.10 14,139 6.IJ o D o 225,413 IN.264 J.91 

Alábi1 Saudil.11 D o o .9.000 3.000 033 o o D o D o o o o o o o o o o o o o 9.000 3,000 0.33 

Cin&•pwa o o o 8.640 3S,040 406 D () o o o o o D o o o o o D o o o o 8,6,IO 35.040 406 

Hong Kong o o D 11.600 50.SSO 404 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 12.600 ' 50.ISO 4.04 

Israel o o 1) 53.60& 138.1199 40& o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o .58.(,08 238.115>5> 408 

J1plo 10.140 64.456 636 43,64.3 227,71S 5.22 o o o 30,210 $4,S.s.l 1.81 o o o o o o .S.130 33,ClJ9 6.44 o D o 83,993 346.725 413 

Ub1no o o o 3.S,292 148.500 4.21 o () o o o D o o o 17.280 73250 4 2.t 7.200 .SI.IDO 7.10 o o o S2.S72 2Zl.7!i0 422 

EUROPA 197,422 717,071 3.63 4,049,11" 1-1,609,966 3.61 o o o 7,800 20,117 :ua o o o ll:Z,4U 613,290 3.36 675 4,lOO 6.U o o o 4,4.17,416 15,HO,f!! J.450 

Alemanhl Rep F<d o o o 68,S98 269,957 3.5>,1 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 68.598 7HJ,9S1 394 

Állll!IU o o o 1.200 4,400 3.67 o o o o o o o o o o o D o o o o o o 1.200 4.400 367 

Bflalca o o o 113,701 411,27.S 3.62 o o o 450 2.100 4.67 o o o o o D o o o o o o 11-U51 413.375 362 

Dinaman:a o o o 2.673 11.750 440 o o o o o D o o o o o o o o o o o o 2.673 11.750 4.W 

&]Wlhl 27,132 120.1ro 4U 791,377 2.911.486 369 o () o o o o o o o 27,000 IW.800 384 o o o o o o 8,IS,509 3.145.186 372 

Frl!IÇa 170,280 S9'7,IIOO 3.SI 2,746.173 9,S93.342 349 o o o o o o o o o 137.4-111 442.100 3.22 o o o o o o 3,0S3,901 10,632.442 348 

Grtcla o o o 1,128 4,800 426 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o Í,12& 4,800 416 

l!Ali1 o o o 221.634 959.846 4.33 o o o .S,400 11.430 230 o o o iaooo 67390 3.74 o o o o o o 245,034 1,1139.666 424 

Pl&aB1bos 10 72 7.20 41,760 174.000 417 o u o o o o o o o o o o D o o o o o 41.770 1'74,072 417 

PortuJII o o o 18.432 74.SSO 406 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 18.432 74.IISO 4.06 

RclooUnido o o o 5,280 13,000 4.36 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o S.280 23.000 436 

Sutcl1 o o o 1,056 S.860 S.55 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o I.OS6 5,860 .555 

Su(ça o o o 36.804 ISS.400 422 o o o 1.950 5,51J7 2 81 o o o o o o 675 4.200 622 o o o 38,7S1 160.997 4.IS 

OCEANIA o o o 131941 "·"' '4.42 o o o o o o o o o o • • o o o o • o 13,941 H,"1 U2 

Ausmlia o o o 13,941 61,667 4.42 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 13.941 61.667 442 

NAODECLAllAD, o o o 1,460 34,899 4.13 o CI o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 1,460 34,"9 4.13 

IUÍAL ~. ,lOl,091 1 J.76 1,.-....., 11,,21:ui, 3.. •• ,,., IJ,6111 7.13 1 .,.__, 1 DD.t'7• 11D 197,...,, 1~, ••• , •• '3.03 l:UZ.!\U II07,""' 1...CI 11!11L1111 17~1' 1 •..a 1 Zll. . .-.. 1 '-'71 1Lli76.5l I •• L7.>7 •••••• 1166 

__ , ....... -· 

N o 
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Tabela 9: EXPORTAÇÃO DE PALMITO PELAS UNIDA~ES DAFEDERAÇ,\O PRODUTORAS PARA OS PA{SES IMPORTADORES (ANO DE 1991) 

,. 

:;~F. S.Paulo •••••• R.Jan•lro . ........• ülMN AmlDA SDl.uuniu c,an1 JUIAI. 

'• llS$ x, uss 1, llS$ 1, uss 11 uss IJ us, x, uss 1, uss 1, oss 
QoUI Vohr •••• - V&kr ,_ Q- Valer I Preçio Qo •• Volor .. ,. Qo •• Volor , .... QNM Volot r,..., o- v •• r,.,. Q- v •• r, ••• - vo1 •• ,_ 

ÁHUCA 75 ... .,.. ' 4,059 22,694 2,015 26.117 3,'911 5.01 . :181 1.19! 6.5& o o o o o o o o o o o D o ·O D u, 
ÁíricadoSul o o o 3,696 18,784 5.08 o o o o o o o o o o o o o ·O o o o o 3.696 18. 784 5.08 
Angola o o o o o o 288 1.895 6.58 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 288 1.895 6.58 
Nigéria 75 2.0IS 26.87 o o o o o o o o o o o ll o 1) o o o o o o o 15 2.0IS 26.87 

MfERICAS 12,096 44,021 J:64 2,:ZJ0,10I 9,399,6113 3.IO o o o 9,600 a,,ooo 1.91 2,117 6,711 J.11 130,J,M !IU'75 4.47 11,JH 43,ll!O 3.16 60 331 5.!12 2,316,J40 9,095,931 J.U 
ArguUna 12,024 43.470 3.62 817,103 3,077,3(,7 3.77 o o o 9,600 19,000 1.98 o o o o o o ll.3SS 43,850 3.86 o o o 850.1112 3.183.687 3.15 
Bolivia . o o o o o o o o o o o o 2:029 S,Sl7 2.118 o o o o li o o o· o 2.029 S.847 2.88 
Cana.U o o o 162,S91 704.ID 4.33 o o o o o o o o o 7.920 36.375 '4.59 o o o 60 331 S.S2 170,571 741,229 4JS 
Chile o o o 74.988 278,259 3.71 o o o o o o o o o 33.396 l39A50 4.18 o o o o o o 1111.38-S · 417.709 3.85 
Estados Urtido, o o o 965,199 3,588,559 3.72 o o o o o o o o o 89.028 406.4S0 4.S7 o o o o o o 1,054.227 3,99S.009 3.79 
~éxico o o o 91.443 387,507 4.24 o o ·O o o o o o o O· o o o o o o o o 91.48 387.507 4.24 
Paraguai 72 SS7 1.14 D o o o o o o o o 148 92-1 6.2-1 o o o o o o o o o .. 220 1.481 6.73 
Uruguai o o o 99.384 363.468 3.66 o o o (1 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 99,384 363,468 3.66 

ÁSIA o o o 160,123 708,192 uo 96 576 6.00 7,100 22,SOD 3.17 o o o o o o 2,400 15,439 6.43 o o o 170,519 1,f'l,(#1 4.JI- 
Chipre o o o S28 2.S20 4.T1 o o o o o o o o o o o O· o o o o 'o o 528 2.S20 4.77 
Cingapura o o o S.880 24,500 4.17 96 S76 6.00 o o o o o o o .O o o· o o o o o 5.976 25.1176 4.20 
Emirados Árabes .O o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 2,400 IS,4J9 6.43 o o o 2,400 15.439 6.43 
Hong Kong o o o 22,322 85,844 . 3.85 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 22.322 85.'"4 3.85 
Israel o o o 63,876 , 258,550 4.0S o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 63.876 2.58.S.W 4.05 
Japão o o o 68,217 33(,,718 4.94 o o o 7,200 22.MO 3.17 o o o o o o· o o o o ·O .O 75.417 3S!l,S711 4.77 
Ubano 8,637 29.SSO 3.42 71.160 269,750 3.79 o o o o o o o· o ' o 8,640 36,550 4.23 3.000 20,500 6.83 o o o 91.437 3S6,3SO 3.90 

EUROPA 139,~ 519,000 172 4,076,225 15,312,7116 3.77 o o o 22,890 42,"'2 1.17 o o o 196,4111 6~.- :UI 1,291 54,ao uz O· D D 4,443,455 l','40,144 3.74 
Alemanha Rep. Ftd. .O o o 54,780 197,316 3.60 o o o o o o o o· o o o o 2.205 15.130 6.86 º· o o 56,985 212.4'6 3.73 
Ámlri• o o o 2.364 9,600 4.06 o o o o o o o - o o o o o o o o o o o 2.364 9.600 4.06 
Bél&ic• o o o 98.988 378,847 3.83 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o. o o o o 98,988 378.8t7 3.83 
Dinaman:1 o . o o 3.768 IS,815 4.20 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o ·º 3,768 U,81S 4.20 
EsponhA o o o 999,496 3,979,822 3.98 o o o o o o o o o 18,000 68.836 3.82 o o o o o o 1.017.496 4.018.658 3.98 
Franç• 134,280 486,000 3.62 2,420,S52 8.698.4S4 3 . .59 o o o o o ·O o o o 169,488 S-15.700 3.22 o· D o o o D . 2.72-020 9,730.154 3.57 
Gréci• o o o 1,260 5.910 4.69 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 1.260 5.910 4.69 
Jlália o o o 332.499 1,439,920 4.33 o o o 3,090 .8.242 2.67 o o o 9,000 36.0SO 4.01 D o o o o o 344,S89 1.484,212 431 
Palses Baixos o o o 73.464 259,600 3.S3 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 73.464 2"),600 353 
Portugal o º· o 20.?28 90,780 4.34 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 20.928 90.780 43-t 
Reilli) Unido o o o 14,772 61.MO 4.18 o o o o o º· o o o o o o o o o o o o. 14.172 61.8)() 4.18 
Suécia o o O· 2.640 13,!ISO 5.28 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 2.640 13.9S0 5.28 
Suf~a 5.280 33.000 6.2S 50.714 220,!172 436 o o· o 19.MO 34.650 l.7S o o o o o o 6.087 39,750 6.53 o o o 81.881 328,372 4.01 

OCEANJA o o o 1,344 34,350 4.68 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 7,344 34,350 4.61 
Austnllia o o o 7,344 34,350 4.68 o o o o o o o o .o o o o o o o o o o 7.344 34.350 4.68 

IVIAL 1!1,731 """-OU ., .. ,~ 16.4§11.7,.. J4.!3J, '7!15 J.IO .... ::z.471 UJ J9,-.o -..n Z.IJ J,177 .. ,,. 3.11 J.m.,.,~ 1, tl'.!..1161 3.77 22.IM7 11,1.169 !UI '° .UI 5.!J 7,V111,,1 K..""8.1'.l't ;1.1, __ , __ ------ .•. 


